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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this Chapter an introduction to integrated optics is presented. Rare-earthion-doped waveguides and, in particular, Nd3+-doped waveguides are used as
active devices such as amplifiers and lasers. The advantages of polymers and
Al2O3 as host materials are discussed. One of their attractive applications and
the final aim of this work is optical waveguide amplification in optical
backplanes. Finally, the layout of this thesis is presented.
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1.1 Integrated Optics
The main aim of integrated optics is developing miniaturized optical devices of high
functionality on a common substrate to reduce the size and cost of optical systems.
Over the last few decades, there has been a continuous expansion in the field of
integrated optics along-side the growth of fiber-optic communications.
There are various applications for integrated optics. Interconnection by
optics is an ideal solution for the speed limit in Print Circuit Board (PCB) backplanes
[1-4]. Besides short-distance signal transmission, there are also potential applications
of integrated optics in telecommunication components including those facilitating
fiber-to-the homes [5-8]. Furthermore, integrated optical sensors, imaging devices,
and laser sources are promising for food safety, medical diagnostics, and biological
warfare [9-13].
A basic element of a photonic integrated circuit is the planar optical
waveguide, which is usually fabricated on a substrate with thickness of ~0.5-1 mm.
The most commonly used ones are silicon substrates. An optical waveguide consists
of a high refractive index guiding layer, sandwiched between two lower-index
cladding layers. The optical signal travels in the guiding layer and is confined in the
transverse directions. The propagating light in slab waveguides is confined only in
one direction, while in channel waveguides it is confined in both horizontal and
vertical directions. In contrast to optical fibers, which typically have a core with a
radius of 9 µm and a refractive index contrast between the core and cladding layers is
about ∆n = 0.003 for single-mode guiding, planar channel waveguides can have core
sizes as small as a few hundreds of nanometers and index contrasts of up to 2.5. The
difference between refractive index of the core and cladding of channel waveguides
determines the minimum bend radius, thus the size of devices on the chip.
A key consideration in the design and realization optical waveguides and
integrated optical systems is the choice of materials. There are several requirements
for a good waveguide material, including low optical loss, ease of fabrication and
reproducibility, and long-time stability. Various materials have been investigated and
applied to form optical waveguides. Traditionally, fine optical devices have been
made of inorganic materials, such as crystals, glasses, silicon, III-V semiconductors
and dielectric materials, with high thermal stability, long-term reliability, and low loss.
With a broad range of property adjustability and multiple choices of processing
approaches, polymers have been emerging as very promising light transmission media
for integrated optics as well as fiber optical telecommunication.
According to the functions, the multiple components included in an optical
circuit can be divided into passive and active devices. To manipulate the optical
signals on a local scale, passive devices like splitters, couplers, multiplexers, and
demultiplexers are used, while optical sources for providing light, amplifiers for
compensating signal loss, and modulators for converting energy between light and
electricity are so-called active devices.
Optical losses in waveguides, coupling losses, or intrinsic intensity losses in
optical splitters, call for the integration of optical amplifiers with waveguides and
other components in optical integrated circuit. Besides, integrated waveguide laser
sources are also attractive in many integrated systems. One simple and efficient way
to achieve optical gain in waveguides is doping the guiding layer with an active
element which generates light when pumping it properly.
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In this thesis, polymer and amorphous aluminum oxide waveguides doped
with Nd ions are investigated as active materials for waveguide amplification and
lasing. In the next two sections, more details of rare-earth ions, host materials, Nd3+doped amplifiers and lasers, and the advantages of two different material systems will
be presented. In Section 1.4, application of Nd3+-doped waveguide amplifiers in
integrated optics, specifically optical amplification for use in optical backplanes, will
be discussed.
3+

1.2 Rare-earth-ion-doped Amplifiers and Lasers
1.2.1 Rare-earth Ions
Rare-earth elements [14] include elements 57-71 (the lanthanides) and 89-103 (the
actinides) of the periodic table, such as erbium, neodymium, europium, and are well
known for the special luminescence properties of their trivalent ions. Their optical
properties result from the fact that the electrons of the partially filled 4 f shell are
shielded from the surrounding completely filled 5s and 5p shells. The energy levels of
the 4 f shell have equal parity, and hence electric dipole transitions are forbidden. In a
solid, the small mixing with odd-parity wave functions makes the transition allowed.
When optically pumped, exciting the ions to a higher energy level, a large number of
transitions are possible, producing optical emission at characteristic wavelengths. The
influence of the local electric field around the ion in a solid environment removes the
degeneracy of the 4 f levels, resulting in a Stark splitting of the energy levels. The
emission wavelengths of rare-earth ions are almost independent of the host material.
Study of the rare-earth ions started from the early 1900s, and rare-earth-iondoped amplifiers and lasers have been theoretically and experimentally studied since
then [14-16]. Several of the rare-earth ions have been applied extensively in
amplifiers and lasers, and Table 1.1 gives the luminescence wavelength peaks of the
most commonly used transitions in prominent rare-earth ions. Although the emission
wavelength is mainly dependent on the rare-earth ion, there is some slight shift of the
emission peak values and difference of emission bandwidth due to the host materials.
Table 1.1. Luminescence wavelengths of rare-earth ions.
Rare-earth ion

Luminescence wavelength

3+

Nd
Eu3+
Ho3+
Er3+
Tm3+
Yb3+

880, 1060, 1330 nm
615 nm
2100 nm
1550 nm
1900 nm
1020 nm

The Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm, first demonstrated by Geusic et. al at Bell
Laboratories in 1964 [17], is one of the most commonly used laser. For
telecommunication applications, Er3+ and Nd3+ are used as they have transitions at
1530 nm and 1340 nm, respectively, which are two standard wavelengths for
telecommunication. The rare-earth-ion-doped optical fiber amplifier was invented by
H. J. Shaw and Michel Digonnet in the early 1980s, and the Er-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) [18, 19] enables the most widely influential application of rare-earth ions in
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optical fiber communications. Fiber amplifiers and lasers with various rare-earth
dopants, such as Eu3+, Yb3+, Nd3+, have also been widely studied and used [16, 20-26].
Furthermore, to provide light sources and amplify optical signals, rare-earth-iondoped waveguide amplifiers and lasers have attracted considerable interest and have
been reported in various host materials [27-47].
1.2.2 Host Materials
Various host materials have been investigated and reported for rare-earth-ion dopants
in integrated optical applications. Along the general requirements for optical
waveguide materials in integrated optics, there are several requirements which must
be met for a good host material, including availability of suitable rare-earth-ion
bonding sites, high solubility of ions without clustering, a sufficiently low phonon
energy to prevent non-radiative decay and long radiative lifetimes of excited states to
provide efficient luminescence transitions.
Crystals, glasses, and polymers are three main groups of host materials that
have been used in rare-earth-ion-doped systems. Each type has its specific advantages
and disadvantages. Crystals have high stability and sharp emission cross sections for
excellent laser performance [15, 27-29, 34-37, 44]. However, the bandwidth and
tunable wavelength range of amplifiers and lasers are limited by the narrow
wavelength range of the peaks. Besides, special growth and structuring facilities are
required for waveguide realization, and these materials cannot be integrated with
other materials platforms due to the requirement of crystalline lattice matching.
Polymers are of interest due to their low cost, ease of fabrication, straight-forward
integration with other materials, and broad emission spectra [30-33, 38, 39, 49]. The
drawbacks of such materials are the thermal stability and the additional absorption
color centers. Glass materials, on the other hand, exhibit a broad emission spectrum
and rather high thermal stability and durability. Various types of glasses have been
investigated for optical gain media [45-48], but most of them have low refractive
index contrasts which limit the integration density.

1.3 Nd3+-doped Active Waveguide Devices
1.3.1 Nd3+ Ions
Neodymium is a widely used rare-earth ion for optical amplifications and lasing.
Neodymium-doped lasers [27-29] and amplifiers [28, 30-33] are of interest for
applications at the ion's specific emission wavelengths and have been widely studied.
Figures 1.1(a) and (b) display the absorption and luminescence spectra, respectively,
of Nd3+ in a phosphate glass host [48]. There are five major absorption bands of Nd3+
in the visible and near infrared wavelength range, which are 520 nm, 580 nm, 745 nm,
800 nm, and 880 nm. The three luminescence peaks around 880 nm, 1060 nm, and
1330 nm correspond to the transitions 4F3/2 → 4I9/2, 4F3/2 → 4I11/2, and 4F3/2 → 4I13/2,
respectively. The spectra of absorption and luminescence are much wider and than in
crystalline hosts [15].
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1.1. (a) Absorption and (b) luminescence spectrum of Nd3+ in a phosphate glass.

The Nd3+ luminescence transition at approximately 1060 nm involves a fourlevel scheme with fast multiphonon transitions populating the upper and depleting the
lower laser level. Its large stimulated emission cross section allows a low laser
threshold. Nd-doped crystal and glass amplifiers and lasers at 1060 nm have been
widely studied and reported in both bulk materials as well as waveguide structures [15,
17, 27-29].
The Nd3+ transition 4F3/2 → 4I13/2 around 1330 nm, corresponding to the
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wavelength of the second standard telecommunication window, is interesting for
amplification of optical signal in integrated devices and systems at the
telecommunication O-band (1260-1360 nm).
Furthermore, the emission on the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 ground-state transition around
865-930 nm is of interest for signal amplification in integrated optical applications,
e.g. data transmission in optical interconnects and medical diagnostics. However, the
efficiency at this wavelength range is not as large as that of the other two transitions
due to the re-absorption by Nd3+ ions in their ground state.
1.3.2 Nd3+-doped Polymer Waveguides
Polymers are promising host candidates for integrated optical devices due to their low
cost, ease of fabrication, and potential combination with many substrate or layer
materials.
Most commonly developed polymers for use in integrated optical
applications include acrylates, polyimides, and olefins [49]. The refractive index of
these polymers can be tuned with an accuracy of less than 0.0001 by blending and copolymerizations [50].
Many techniques have been used to fabricate polymer waveguides and
devices. Photolithography followed by reactive ion etch (RIE) is a common process
for polymer waveguide fabrication and the complexity of the process is similar to
those used for glass devices. Simple direct writing processes, such as UV lithography
and electron beam lithography [51] are advantageous over other techniques because
fewer steps are involved. Using one-step electron beam direct writing, nanometer
patterns with flexibility in writing complex structures are also possible. Microfabrication using non-photolithographic techniques has also been used in fabrication
of perfluorocyclobutane (PFCB) polymer waveguides [49]. Furthermore,
photodefinition is a simple and straightforward way to realize polymer waveguides
[52], as only standard processes, e.g. spin-coating and standard lithography, are
required.
Low optical loss is one of the major requirements for waveguide materials.
The waveguide propagation loss of polymer structures can be below 0.1 dB/cm [30,
51], which is well acceptable for integrated optical devices with cm length scales. The
optical loss in polymer waveguides is mainly caused by side-wall and top-wall
roughness, scattering from polymer particles, and material absorption from
fundamental and overtone vibrations of molecular bonds. The most important
absorption at the infrared wavelength range is due to vibrational states of O-H and CH bonds. It can be reduced by substitution of the hydrogen atoms by deuterium,
fluorine, or chlorine.
Low-loss polymer passive waveguides for many integrated optical
applications, such as 1×N splitters [49], directional couplers [49], arrayed-waveguide
grating (AWG) multiplexers [49, 53], and embedded waveguides in optical
backplanes [2-4], have been realized. High speed modulation has also been
demonstrated in tailored electro-optic polymer materials [54], showing that fast
electronic response in polymer materials is possible.
Optical amplification in rare-earth-ion-doped polymers is also an interesting
and important research area. However, rare-earth ions are insoluble in polymers. This
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makes the fabrication of rare-earth-ion-doped polymer waveguides more complicated
than that of inorganic waveguides. This problem can be solved using a variety of
techniques. One simple way is to encapsulate the rare-earth ion into an organic
complex, making it dissolvable in a polymer matrix.
Recent work [30] on polymer-based, rare-earth-ion-doped planar optical
waveguides has resulted in the demonstration of optical gain, e.g. in neodymiumdoped [31-33] and erbium-doped [38, 39] polymer waveguide amplifiers. In Refs. [31]
and [32], Nd3+-doped photolime gel polymer planar waveguides were demonstrated
with a maximum signal enhancement of 8.5 dB. However, the photolime gel polymer
contains a significant amount of O-H groups, which leads to a decrease in the signal
output, and the device does not possess long-term stability. In Ref. [33], after a highly
complex fabrication procedure involving a multi-layer architecture, a signal
enhancement of 8 dB at 1060 nm was obtained in a NdCl3-doped polymer channel
waveguide. A challenge for the realization of polymer -based Nd3+-doped channel
waveguide amplifiers is to exploit the potential simplicity of polymer deposition and
micro-structuring.
To date laser action has been achieved in many optically pumped solid-state
waveguides based on dye-doped polymers [55] and highly luminescent
semiconducting polymers [56], including conjugated polymers, dendrimers, and
spirocompounds. An attractive feature of these lasers is that they naturally form a
four-level laser system and, as their π-π* transitions are allowed, most of them exhibit
extremely high absorption and stimulated-emission cross-sections, attributes that can
be exploited for lasing. However, the downside of these lasers is that they suffer from
the accumulation of triplet excitons produced through intersystem crossing, which are
responsible for the excited-state triplet absorption. The latter is due to its spectral
overlap with the stimulated emission and the long lifetime of the triplet state limits the
prospects of continuous-wave lasing. For this reason pumping of these types of
polymer lasers is performed with pulsed lasers operating at repetition rates sufficiently
low (between 10 Hz and 10 kHz) to allow dissipation of the triplet populations
between the pulses. In addition, the pulse widths of the excitation sources are typically
in the range between 100 fs to 10 ns in order to provide the gain medium with
sufficient time to recover between successive pump pulses [56]. For solid-state dye
lasers, the only report to date is on quasi-continuous-wave laser operation involving a
dye-doped polymer and was achieved using a disk-shaped active medium, which was
rotated at a high speed to resemble the circulating flow of a liquid dye laser that
continuously refreshes the chromophores that are exposed to the excitation beam. This
laser, however, is impractical for device integration and has delivered a rather noisy
output [57]. Laser emission from rare-earth-ion-doped polymer systems was reported
for Nd3+-doped chelates embedded in a PMMA host, where heavily dumped
relaxation oscillations were observed under excitation with an arc-length flash tube
[58]. In a more recent report transient laser emission was obtained from an Eu3+complex-doped polymer by pumping with an ultraviolet N2 pulsed laser [59].
Although there are several reports on optical waveguide amplifiers based on various
polymer materials doped with rare-earth ions such as Nd3+, Er3+, Eu3+, and Er/Yb3+, a
rare-earth-ion-doped polymer waveguide laser has as yet not been demonstrated.
Besides, the continuous wave (CW) laser operation is another challenging aim in
polymer materials due to the low damage threshold compared to that of inorganic
materials. Therefore, polymer waveguide materials with good thermal stability are
required and are of interest for research.
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1.3.3 Al2O3:Nd3+ Waveguides
Amorphous Al2O3 is also a promising host for rare-earth ions and an attractive
waveguide material. It has been studied and demonstrated to be a good material for
passive integrated optics due to low losses and high transparency over a wide
wavelength range. It has a higher refractive index contrast in comparison to other
glass hosts, allowing smaller waveguide bend radii [60]. Furthermore, the material
acts as an excellent host for rare-earth dopants, because the rare-earth ions are wellmatched to the oxygen bonding sites [61], and high solubility of rare-earth ions is
possible. In addition, the amorphous nature allows broadband emission bands of rareearth ions. Compared with polymers, Al2O3 has better thermal stability. In addition,
Al2O3 has better integration potential for active devices due to its higher index
contrast.
Al2O3:Er3+ waveguide amplifiers have been reported by several research
groups [40-42, 62-66]. A maximum internal net gain of 2 dB/cm at 1533 nm by
pumping at 977 nm [40], and a net gain of up to 11 dB at 1532 nm with data
transmission at a rate of 170 Gbit/s [42] have been demonstrated. These results
indicate that Al2O3 is well suited as a host for rare-earth ions. However, so far most of
the work on Al2O3 active waveguide devices has been concentrated on Er3+ ions at the
telecommunication wavelength near 1550 nm. Study on Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide
amplifiers and integrated lasers is therefore promising.

1.4 Amplification for Applications in Optical Backplanes
Interconnect between cards over their PCB backplane has become a bottleneck in
high-end systems like servers, telecom switches, and advanced radar systems as a
result of the continuous increase of the microprocessor clock rate, in addition to the
continuous increase of data transmission rates [67]. Solutions in the form of hybrid
electro-optical interconnect systems have been proposed [68, 69], as well as a
reevaluation of the frontiers of electrical interconnects [70]. While there are
applications with a need for high bandwidth, nontrivial electromagnetic interference
(EMI) problems must be solved [71]. These problems are related to the high-density
packaging of copper conductors and the fact that these can act as antennas, thereby
receiving and transmitting electromagnetic radiation. Besides, the increased signal
attenuation and dispersion at high frequencies must also be tackled [72].
Use of optical waveguides in optical backplanes and motherboards is one
possible solution (Fig. 1.2), because these are far less sensitive to EMI than electrical
interconnects [71]. Polymer materials are promising as waveguide materials in this
application due to the low cost, ease of fabrication, and rather high packaging density.
There has been a significant worldwide research interest over the past 15 years on
optical chip interconnects, optical motherboards and optical backplanes, and optical
interconnections based on embedded polymer waveguides have recently been reported
[2-4].
In the “Optical Backplanes” project, we proposed to develop PCB
backplanes with an embedded polymeric optical waveguide layer, which was realized
with PCB compatible, low-cost fabrication techniques for the transmission (over 0.5
m) of broadband (2.5 Gbps/channel) signals.
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Fig. 1.2. Backplane PCB with embedded optical waveguides: Optical Backplane

However, investigations on the optical power budget for realistic polymerwaveguide based high-speed links via optical backplanes showed that coupling and
routing dependent losses reduce the optical power to a significant extent [1].
Therefore, additional signal amplification within the board is necessary to compensate
optical losses due to waveguide materials, signal routing, and input/output coupling.
Integration of amplifying materials into optical backplanes is one efficient solution.
850 nm is chosen for optical interconnects in printed circuit boards (PCBs)
[2-4] due to the maturity of VCSEL technology at this wavelength. The emission of
Nd3+ on the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 ground-state transition is close to this wavelength, and
optical amplification based on rare-earth-ion-doped waveguides integrated in optical
backplane systems is therefore attractive. Investigation of the feasibility of optical
amplifiers for optical backplanes using rare-earth-ion-doped waveguide amplifiers is
one of the aims of this work.

1.5 Outline
This thesis mainly focuses on the study of Nd3+-doped waveguide amplifiers and
lasers for integrated optical applications. Two types of waveguide materials are
investigated and corresponding waveguide amplifiers and lasers are fabricated and
characterized.
In Chapter 2 a background theory of the interaction of light and matter in
active media based on Einstein's treatment is presented. The main processes and
parameters for optical amplifiers and lasers in neodymium-doped systems, including
the absorption, emission, and gain cross section, lifetime, energy-transfer
upconversion (ETU), and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) are discussed. The
rate equations of Nd3+ are explained and simplified for the simulation of optical gain
in Nd3+-doped materials.
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In Chapter 3 the different fabrication techniques to realize Nd3+-complexdoped polymer waveguides and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides are presented. The optical
properties of the two types of waveguides, including optical loss, luminescence
spectrum, and luminescence lifetime are investigated and discussed.
In Chapter 4 optical gain is demonstrated for waveguide amplifiers at each
of the three main Nd3+ transitions for the polymer and Al2O3-based materials. The
results are compared with those from the theoretical study.
In Chapter 5 CW laser operation achieved in Nd3+-complex-doped polymer
waveguide lasers is presented, which a promising application of the polymer
amplifiers discussed in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 6 other application of Nd3+-doped waveguide amplifiers is
demonstrated. Optical waveguide amplifiers based on Al2O3:Nd3+ used in optical
backplanes are discussed and demonstrated.
In Chapter 7 general conclusions based on the work presented in this thesis
are outlined.
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Optical Processes in Nd3+ Ions
In this Chapter, a background theory of the interaction of light and matter in
active media based on Einstein's treatment is presented. The main processes
and parameters for optical amplifiers and lasers in neodymium-doped systems,
including the absorption, emission, and gain cross section, lifetime, energytransfer upconversion (ETU), and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) are
discussed. The rate equations of Nd3+ are explained and simplified for
simulation of optical in Nd3+-doped materials.
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2.1 Introduction
Rare-earth ions are well known as gain media for optical amplification and lasing.
Using an optical pump beam, the ions are pumped into an excited state. Once a signal
photon passes by, the energy of the excited state can be released by emission of
another photon with the same properties, i.e. same wavelength, direction, and phase,
as the signal photon. By this way, signal light can be amplified. Furthermore, by
introducing a resonant cavity as well as pumping above the threshold, laser operation
can be achieved. Eleven out of fourteen rare-earth ions have been commonly used for
amplification and lasing. In this work, we will focus on the study of neodymium ions
in their trivalent oxidation state.
This Chapter contains the basic information, principles and concepts
necessary for proper understanding of the physical phenomena important for Nd3+doped materials. As a starting point, a brief review of Einstein's treatment is presented,
describing the interaction of light and matter in active media. The relationship among
absorption, emission, and gain will be discussed, and the background spectroscopic
theory related to these phenomena will be provided. Judd-Ofelt theory will be
introduced to study the transition properties of Nd3+ ions. In Section 2.2, the energy
transitions in neodymium system will be discussed. Various processes and parameters
relevant to gain characterization, including lifetime, ETU, ASE, and rate equations,
will be presented.

2.2 Interaction between Light and Atomic Systems in Active Media
2.2.1 Einstein Coefficients
An atom can be excited to a higher energy state when applying energy to the atom by
means of electrical current or a photon. Only optical pumping will be considered in
this thesis. In the Einstein treatment, a phenomenological description of the
interaction of light with matter is given for the absorption and emission of radiation in
a two level system, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It consists of an ensemble of isolated ions
where only two levels are involved in the interaction. To begin with, the simplified
two energy levels are considered unbroadened, and the radiation is described using
photons.
g2 , N2

E2

g2, N2

E2

B12

E2
B21

A21

hν21

hν21
g1 , N1

g2, N2

E1

g1, N1

hν21
E1

g1, N1

hν21
hν21
E1

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2.1. Schematic representation of the (a) absorption, (b) spontaneous emission, and (c) stimulated
emission process in a simplified two-level system.

Level 1 and 2 are the lower and upper level, respectively, with the
corresponding energies E1 and E2 such that E1 < E2. The number of atoms per unit
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volume in each of the two states is N1 and N2, respectively, and g1, g2 are the
degeneracies of level 1 and 2, respectively. In thermal equilibrium, the distribution of
population among the levels is described by Boltzmann statistics. The number of
atoms per unit volume in the excited state 2 is given by the Boltzmann equation

N 2 = N1 ⋅ exp(− (E 2 − E1 ) / k BT ) ,

(2.1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature [17].
When the system interacts with light, atoms in the lower state 1 can be
promoted to the higher state 2 by absorbing a photon of energy equal to the energy
difference between the two levels, as described in Fig. 2.1(a). Atoms found in the
higher level 2 can relax spontaneously to level 1 either by emitting a photon of the
same energy. This is the so-called spontaneous emission as depicted in Fig. 2.1(b).
Spontaneous emission is a process governed by the Einstein A coefficient, A21. This
represents the probability per unit time that the atom decays spontaneously from level
2 to level 1. Another process involved in the interaction between light and the atomic
system is stimulated or induced emission, where a photon forces an atom in the
excited state to decay by emitting another photon with the same phase as the incident
photon (see Fig. 2.1(c)). This process, stimulated emission, contributes to the
amplification of the light in an active medium. Stimulated absorption and emission are
described by Einstein B coefficients, B12 and B21, respectively.
In the case of interaction with light, or more generally with a radiation field,
the population density of the ground state and first excited state is governed by
absorption and emission transition rates, which are given by:
∂N1
∂t

∂N 2
∂t
∂N 2
∂t

= − B12 ⋅ ρ (v) ⋅ N1 ,

(2.2)

abs

stim
em

spont
em

= − B21 ⋅ ρ (v ) ⋅ N 2 ,

(2.3)

= − A21 ⋅ N 2 ,

(2.4)

where ρ(ν), the spectral energy density of the radiation per unit frequency, is assumed
to be uniformly distributed near the transition frequency ν12. ρ(ν) is related to the
intensity I and the photon flux Ф by:

n
c

ρ (v) = ⋅ I (ν ) =

nhν
Φ(ν ) ,
c

(2.5)
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where n is the real part of the refractive index of the medium, c is the speed of light,
and h is Planck’s constant. The absorption rate of photons with energy hν is equal to
the depopulation rate of the lower level. The Einstein absorption coefficient B12 is
related to the induced transition probability by B12 · ρ(ν). The rate of photons
generated at the radiative transition due to spontaneous emission is proportional to the
population of the upper level. If the total number of atoms remains constant and the
system is in thermal equilibrium a steady state situation arises where the transition
rate from ground state to first excited state equals the transition rate from first excited
state to ground state:

B12 ⋅ ρ (v ) ⋅ N1 = A21 ⋅ N 2 + B21 ⋅ ρ (v ) ⋅ N 2 ,

(2.6)

Since the magnitude of the Einstein coefficients is solely an atomic property, they can
be related to each other without loss of generality by considering the case of the atoms
being in thermal equilibrium with a blackbody radiation field [17]. Using the
Boltzmann distribution for describing the N2/N1 ratio in thermal equilibrium and
Planck’s law for the radiation density I(ν, T) of a blackbody

1
hν 3
I (ν , T ) = 3 ⋅
c0 exp( hν / k B T ) − 1

(2.7)

the following relations between the Einstein coefficients can be derived [73]:

g1 ⋅ B12 = g 2 ⋅ B21 ,

(2.8)

8πhν 3n 3
B21 .
3
c0

(2.9)

A21 =

It can be seen that the stimulated emission, the absorption, and the spontaneous
emission are closely related to each other. In the steady-state case, knowing one of the
Einstein coefficients, the others can be calculated and the two-level system is
completely described.
2.2.2 Absorption, Emission, and Gain

As light traverses an amplifying medium of a finite length, a fraction of it may get
either absorbed by the atoms of the medium, or may induce light emission by forcing
atoms in the excited state to decay to a lower energy state. If the intensity of the beam
at a certain location z in the medium is I(z), the change in intensity per unit length for
small signal amplification, satisfies a Beer’s Law-like relation [74]
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dI ( z)
= γ (λ)I ( z) ,
dz

(2.10)

where γ(λ) is the gain coefficient (cm-1), defined to contain both emission
amplification and absorption losses. Also some atoms may decay by spontaneous
emission, but since photons are emitted with equal probability in all directions, only
the fraction emitted in the direction of the beam may contribute to the amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) which will be discussed in the later section. Under
certain condition, ASE might contribute on the total intensity of light in the gain
media and need to be subtracted when studying the small signal gain.
The photons added to the signal per unit time per unit volume can be written
as

dN 2
I ( z)
= [B21 g em (ν ) N 2 − B12 g abs (ν ) N 1 ]⋅
,
dt
c/n

(2.11)

where gem(ν) and gabs(ν) are the spectral line shape distributions of absorption and
emission, respectively, which are used to describe the atom transitions. The change
(increase for light amplification) in the energy density per unit time is

dρ dN
d ⎛ I ( z) ⎞
=
⋅ hν = ⎜
⎟.
dt
dt
dt ⎝ c / n ⎠

(2.12)

With this, we can write the change in the beam intensity per unit length as
dI ( z )
I (z)
= [B 21 g em (ν ) N 2 − B12 g abs (ν ) N 1 ] ⋅ h ν ⋅
= γ (ν ) I ( z ) ,
dz
c/n

(2.13)

where the optical gain α(ν) can be expressed in terms of the populations of the two
manifolds as

γ (ν ) = [B21 g em (ν ) N 2 − B12 g abs (ν ) N 1 ] ⋅

hν
.
c/n

(2.14)

We write the stimulated σem(ν) emission and σabs(ν) absorption cross sections of the
transition as

σ em (ν ) = B21gem (ν ) ⋅

hν
,
c/n

(2.15)
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σ abs (ν ) = B12 g abs (ν ) ⋅

hν
.
c/n

(2.16)

Therefore, the gain cross section σgain(ν) can be expressed in terms of the two cross
sections as

σ gain (ν ) = σ em (ν ) N 2 − σ abs (ν ) N 1 .

(2.17)

Amplification of light occurs when the term containing stimulated emission
overcomes the one containing absorption, resulting in a positive net gain. The gain is
determined by the two cross sections and the populations of the two levels. To design
optical amplifiers and lasers, good knowledge of these parameters is required.
Absolute values of the cross sections as well as spectral distributions are important.
The cross section is a fundamental property of the atom in a particular
environment and represents a fictitious area within which the atom interacts (absorbs
or emits) with an electromagnetic field incident on it.
In the wavelength λ scale, the absorption cross section σabs(λ) in cm2 of rareearth ions can be calculated from the measured absorption spectrum by the equation:

σ abs (λ) =

a abs (λ)
,
N0

(2.18)

where aabs is the absorption coefficient in cm-1, and N0 is the ground-state population
density in cm-3, which approximately equals the doping concentration of Nd3+, Nd, of
the rare-earth ions in the host.
The emission cross section σem(λ) can be calculated by the measured
emission cross section using Füchtbauer-Ladenburg theory, which will be discuss in
the next section. Absorption and emission cross section can be derived from each
other using the method of reciprocity, which will be discussed in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.3 Füchtbauer-Ladenburg Theory

Using the Einstein relation (Eq. 2.9) between the B12 and A21 coefficients, the
emission cross section, as given by Eq. 2.14, can be related to the radiative lifetime
τrad. This relationship is known as the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg equation [75]:

σ em (ν ) =

λ2
⋅ g (ν ) .
8πn 2τ rad

(2.19)

The radiative lifetime τrad can be calculated by Judd-Ofelt theory, which will
be explained in Section 2.2.5. Although there are many possible line shapes, it is
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common to model the spectral line shape function as a Lorentzian distribution. After
some simplifications, Eq. 2.19 can be translated to the form:

σ em (λ ) =

λ4 B
8πcn 2τ rad

I (λ )
∫ I ( λ ) dλ

(2.20)

Where B is the branching ratio of Nd3+ emission, and I(λ) is the wavelength-dependent
emission intensity. Using this equation, the emission cross section between an upper
level and a lower level can be directly calculated by the measured emission spectrum.
2.2.4 McCumber Theory

An alternative way to obtain the emission or absorption cross section is to make use of
the method of reciprocity. The McCumber theory [76] provides a treatment where a
Boltzmann thermal population of the individual Stark levels is taken into account.
Here the Stark splitting is assumed to be homogeneous and the relaxation within the
Stark levels fast with respect to the manifold lifetime. The McCumber theory provides
a relation between the emission cross section as a function of the absorption cross
section as can be derived using Fig. 2.2 which schematically represents the Stark
splitting, where σji(λ) and σij(λ) are the emission and absorption cross section of the
transition, respectively, between two individual Stark levels N1i and N2j of the lower
and upper manifold, respectively.

N2j
N20

E2j
E20

σji

σij
hν

EZL
N2j
N20

E2j
E20

Fig. 2.2. Energy level scheme including Stark splitting.

By using the equality σji(λ) = σij(λ), known as detailed balance or
microscopic reciprocity, it can be derived that [77-79]:

σ em (λ ) =

⎡
⎤
Z1
1
1
⋅ exp ⎢hc(
− ) kT ⎥ ⋅ σ abs (λ ) ,
Z2
⎣ λZL λ
⎦

(2.21)

where the partition functions Z1 and Z2 of the Stark levels involved are given by [2]:
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Z 1 = ∑ exp [− (E1i − E10 ) / kT ] , and
i

[

]

Z 2 = ∑ exp − (E 2 j − E 20 ) / kT .

(2.22)

j

The wavelength λZL corresponds to the peak absorption wavelength and is
related to the transition energy between the two lowest Stark levels, which is referred
as zero-line energy:

EZL = E20 − E10 = hc / λZL .

(2.23)

If the Stark levels and the zero-line energy are known, the emission cross
section may be determined from the measured absorption cross section, or vise versa.
2.2.5 Judd-Ofelt Theory

Knowledge of the transition intensities of 4f-4f transitions and of absorption and
emission cross sections is the first step in investigating the performance of rare-earthion-doped laser and amplifiers. The Judd-Ofelt theory [80, 81] is a successful model
for the calculation and characterization of the optical transitions in rare-earth doped
materials, which has been widely used in many previous investigations to predict the
transition probabilities of rare-earth-ion doped polymer waveguides and study the
feasibility of optical amplification and lasing [82-86]. It is based on the absorption
spectrum of a rare-earth-ion-doped material.
The electric dipole line strength S is adopted to describe the transition
between two of the eigenstates of the ion in the Judd-Ofelt theory. The line strength S
between initial state J characterized by (S, L, J) and the final state J’ given by (S’, L’,
J’) can be written as [73-75]:

Scalc ( J → J ' ) =

∑

t =2,4,6

Ωt

( S , L ) J U (t )

(S , L) J
'

'

'

2

2

2

= Ω2 ⋅ ⎡⎣U (2) ⎤⎦ +Ω4 ⋅ ⎡⎣U (4) ⎤⎦ + Ω6 ⋅ ⎡⎣U (6) ⎤⎦

2

,

(2.24)
where Ωt (t = 2,4,6) are the Judd-Ofelt parameters, and U(t) (t = 2,4,6) are the doubly
reduced matrix elements that depend only on angular momentum. As U(t) (t = 2,4,6)
are independent of the host, the values can be obtained from the literature [82, 87].The
parameters Ωt (t = 2,4,6) are determined by measuring the line strength for a number
of ground-state transition.
The measured line strengths Smeas(J → J′) of the bands are determined using
the following expression:
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S meas ( J → J ′) =

3ch ( 2 J + 1) n
9
⋅ 2
⋅ a ( λ ) dλ ,
3
2
8π λe N 0 ( n + 2) 2 ∫

(2.25)

where c is the velocity of light, h is Planck’s constant, e is the elementary charge, J is
the angular momentum, N 0 is the density of ions, λ is the mean wavelength of the
absorption bands, n is the wavelength-dependent refractive index which is determined
from Sellmeier’s dispersion equation, and ∫a(λ)dλ is the integrated absorption
coefficient from measured absorption bands of rare-earth ions.
By a least-squares fit of Smeas to Scalc, the values of the three parameters Ωt (t
= 2, 4, 6) are obtained from Eq. 2.24 and 2.25. The line strengths corresponding to the
transitions from the upper manifold states to their corresponding lower-lying manifold
states are then calculated by Eq. 2.24, based on which the radiative decay rates AJJ',
radiative lifetimes τrad, and fluorescence branching ratios B can be calculated as
follows:
64π 4 e 2 n(n 2 + 2) 2
A( J → J ) =
Scalc ( J → J ' ) ,
3
3h(2 J + 1)λ
9
'

τ rad =

1
τ rad ,
∑ A( J → J ′)

B ( J → J ′) =

(2.26)
(2.27)

A( J → J ′)
= A( J → J ′)τ rad .
∑ A( J → J ′)

(2.28)

In Chapter 3, the Judd-Ofelt theory will be applied to study Nd3+-doped
waveguides.

2.3 Amplification and Lasing in Nd3+
2.3.1 Energy Transitions of Nd3+ Ions

The rare earths of interest are the lanthanides, which are chemical elements
characterized by filling of the 4f shell. They are placed in the sixth period of the
periodic table with the atomic number varying from 58 (cerium) to 71 (lutetium), The
4f electrons in lanthanides have almost no contribution to the chemical valence, thus
the atom can easily lose the 6s electrons and also one electron from the 4f shell, so
they are most stable as trivalent ions.
Neodymium is part of the lanthanide series in the periodic table of the
elements and has the following electron configuration:
1s2 2s2p6 3s2p6d10 4s2p6d10f 4 5s2p6 6s2.

(2.29)

Ionized in the Nd3+ state, both the 6s2 electrons and one 4f electron are
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missing. The electron configuration leading to this ionized state is:
1s2 2s2p6 3s2p6d10 4s2p6d10f 3 5s2p6.

(2.30)

All shells, except the 4 f -shell, are filled and thus give no contribution to the total
orbital and spin momentum . Luminescent transitions within the 4 f -shell can occur
due to mixing with allowed transitions. Such metastable states in which the electrons
reside, give rise to long luminescent lifetimes and low absorption coefficients.
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic representation of a selection of possible energy
transitions of neodymium ions [88, 89]. According to Hund’s rules, the ground state
represents the electron state which has the highest total spin S, the lowest angular
momentum L, and the lowest total angular momentum J, and is the 4I9/2 state in the
neodymium system.

8=2G(1)9/2
7=4G7/2
6=4G5/2

5=4F5/2
4=4F3/2
800 nm

1800 nm

1330 nm

1060 nm

880
800 nm

ETU1

ETU2

ETU3

3=4I15/2
2=4I13/2
1=4I11/2
0=4I9/2

Fig. 2.3. A schematic of the energy levels of Nd3+ ions.

In Fig. 2.3, the absorption of 800 nm pump photons causes excitation of the
Nd to the 4F5/2 level. After a fast relaxation, the ion remains in the metastable 4F3/2
level with a lifetime that is typically in the order of hundreds of microseconds in case
of low concentrations in different hosts [47, 90-94]. Similar absorption processes take
place around, for instance, 580 nm and 745 nm. The corresponding pump levels (4F5/2,
3+
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4

F7/2, 4G5/2, and 4G7/2) as well as the lower laser levels are depleted by fast
multiphonon relaxation leading to significant excitation solely in the 4F3/2 level [88,
89]. After relaxation to the 4F3/2 level, several radiative decays to the 4I9/2, 4I11/2, 4I13/2,
and 4I15/2 levels, corresponding to the wavelength bands centered at 880 nm, 1060 nm,
1330 nm and 1800 nm, respectively, can take place.
The gain coefficient, as derived from the two-level case in Section 2.2.1, is
also vaild in multi-level systems and proportional to the population of the excited state.
A deterioration arises if other competing depopulation mechanisms are present. Other
mechanisms may occur, e.g. if a multilevel system is considered, or interactions with
the host material and other ions are taken into account.

2.3.2 Lifetime

The lifetime of a given energy level is the time constant describing the exponential
decay of ions from that level. It is inversely proportional to the probability per unit
time of the decay of an ion from that level. The number of ions excited to a given
level is proportional to the intensity of spontaneous emission from that level. The
emitted intensity can be plotted as a function of time to obtain a luminescence decay
curve. In the absence of other energy-transfer processes, the luminescence decay is
represented by a single exponential curve. The inverse of the luminescent lifetime can
be written as a sum of inverse lifetimes which represent the different decay paths.
These can be divided into radiative and non-radiative decay. Radiative decay results
in the spontaneous emission of a photon, while in non-radiative decay the energy is
transferred to phonons, or vibrations of the host material. The following equation
relates the various contributions to the luminescence lifetime:

1

τ lum

=

1

τ rad

+

1

τ non −rad

,

(2.31)

where τlum is the luminescence lifetime, τrad is the radiative lifetime, and τnon-rad is the
non-radiative lifetime. Non-radiative decay occurs by energy transfer to the host
material through a number of phonons with total energy equal to the energy gap
between the levels, called multi-phonon relaxation.
2.3.3 Energy-transfer Upconversion

Besides the transitions between energy levels due to absorption, stimulated emission,
and radiative and non-radiative decay, transitions caused by energy transfer between
neighboring ions play an important role. A process involving energy transfer between
ions is illustrated in Fig. 2.4, where two excited ions interact, with energy from the
donor ion being transferred to the acceptor, promoting it to a higher energy state. This
process is called energy-transfer upconversion (ETU).
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E3

E2

E1
Donor

Acceptor

Fig. 2.4. Nd3+-Nd3+ inter-ionic energy-transfer upconversion (ETU).

In Nd3+-doped materials, the three ETU processes originating in the
metastable 4F3/2 level (see Fig. 2.3) have a significant impact on the performance of
amplifiers and lasers. To study the effect of ETU, three ETU processes are taken into
account. Since all terminating levels of ETU processes in the Nd3+ system exhibit fast
multiphonon decays into the 4F3/2 and 4I9/2 levels, they lead to similar results
concerning the population dynamics [88, 89]. Therefore, the three ETU processes can
be expressed by a single macroscopic parameter WETU. The ETU parameters can be
determined from either the non-exponential luminescent decay of the first excited
state, or the gain measurement and corresponding simulation. More details of the
relevant studies will be discussed in the following Sections and Chapters.
2.3.4 Amplified Spontaneous Emission

Stimulated transitions due to previously generated spontaneous emission also lead to
depopulation of the metastable state. This mechanism is known as amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) [95, 96].
The ASE intensity is, like the pump and signal intensity, carried by a guided
mode in the amplifier. It is an indication of optical gain in the rare-earth-ion systems.
The influence of ASE can be calculated by spectrally resolving the evolution of the
ASE spectrum both in the forward and backward directions along the amplifier.
It is necessary to remove the influence of ASE when measuring optical net
gain. Besides, the ASE at the output of the amplifier gives rise to noise [97].
2.3.5 Rate Equations

To simulate the local population of the excited state at a point along the amplifier as
shown in the energy level diagram (Fig. 2.3), the rate equations of Nd3+ were derived
as follows [88, 89]:

dN 8
N
= W3 N 42 − 8 ,
dt
τ8

(2.32)
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dN 7
N
N
= W2 N 42 + 8 − 7 ,
dt
τ8 τ7

(2.33)

dN 6
N
N
= W1 N 42 + 7 − 6 ,
dt
τ7 τ6

(2.34)

dN 5
N
N
= R05 + 6 − 5 ,
dt
τ6 τ5

(2.35)

dN 4 N 5 N 4
=
−
− 2(W1 + W2 + W3 ) N 42 ,
τ5 τ4
dt

(2.36)

N
dN 3
N
= β 43 4 − 3 + W1 N 42 ,
τ4 τ3
dt

(2.37)

dN 2
N
N
N
= β 42 4 + 3 − 2 + W2 N 22 ,
dt
τ4 τ3 τ2

(2.38)

dN1
N
N
N
= β 41 4 + 2 − 1 + W3 N 42 ,
dt
τ 4 τ 2 τ1

(2.39)

dN 0
N
N
= − R05 + β 40 4 + 1 ,
dt
τ 4 τ1

(2.40)

where Ni and τi (i = 0-8) are the population density and lifetime of each level,
respectively, β4i (i = 0-3) are the branching ratios of transitions from 4F3/2, W1, W2, and
W3 are the ETU parameters, and R05 is the rates of pump absorption.
For simulating optical gain in Nd3+-doped waveguides at 880 nm, 1064 nm,
and 1330 nm, the rate equations can be further simplified.
The Nd3+ transition 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 around 880 nm is a three-level transition.
Nd3+ ions are excited around 800 nm from the ground state 4I9/2 to the pump level 4F5/2
followed by a fast decay to the metastable excited state 4F3/2. Since all other excited
states in Nd3+ exhibit fast multi-phonon quenching and have very short lifetimes, the
rate equations describing the population mechanisms of this system can be simplified
as follows:

dN 4 dt = R05 − R40 + R04 − τ 4−1 N 4 − W ETU N 42 ,

(2.41)

N0 = Nd − N4 ,

(2.42)

where N4 and τ4 are the population density and lifetime of the 4F3/2 level, respectively,
N0 is the ground-state population density, and Nd is the dopant concentration. The
three ETU processes originating in the metastable 4F3/2 level of the Nd3+ system were
taken into account and expressed by a single macroscopic parameter WETU in the
simulation, where it is assumed that the upconverted ion returns instantaneously to the
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metastable state by fast multiphonon relaxation. The rates of pump absorption R05,
signal re-absorption R04, and stimulated emission R40 can be expressed as follows:

R05 ≈ σ

p

abs

R04 ≈ σ s abs

R40 ≈ σ s em

λp

I pN0 ,

hc

λs
hc

λs
hc

(2.43)

IsN0 ,

(2.44)

IsN4 ,

(2.45)

where σpabs, σsabs, and σsem are the pump-absorption, signal-absorption, and stimulatedemission cross sections, λp and λs are the wavelengths and Ip and Is the intensities of
pump and signal light, respectively, launched into the waveguide in propagation
direction z, and h is Planck’s constant. At steady state, we can solve the above
equations analytically.
Since the terminating states 4I11/2 and 4I13/2 of the transitions at 1064 nm and
1330 nm, respectively, exhibit a very short lifetime on the order of a few ns, these
transitions constitute four-level systems. The re-absorption at the signal wavelength
can be neglected, and the rate equations can be simplified further as follows:
dN 4 dt = R05 − R4 i − τ 4−1 N 4 − W ETU N 42

i = 1, 2 ,

N0 = Nd − N4 ,
R4i ≈ σ

s
em

λs
hc

IsN4

(2.46)
(2.47)

i = 1, 2 ,

(2.48)

In addition to discretization in the propagation direction z, a radial
discretization [88, 89] was included in the simulation. The percentage of pump and
signal power inside the active region, which contributes to the population dynamics, is
taken into account in the simulation. The optical mode profiles were then
approximated by Gaussian profiles. The amount of pump or signal power PP/S(r, z)
passing through a circle of radius r at a propagation distance z is described by the
equation

⎡
⎛ − 2r 2
P( P / S ) ( r , z ) = PP / S ,total ( z ) ⎢1 − exp ⎜⎜ 2
⎢⎣
⎝ wP / S

⎞⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥ ,
⎠ ⎥⎦

(2.49)

where PP/S,total(z) is the total power propagating at distance z and wP/S the Gaussian
beam waist of pump and signal mode, respectively, which is defined as the radial
distance at which the optical intensity drops to 1/e2 of its peak value. The total
remaining power of pump and signal beams were each re-distributed in a Gaussian
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profile before entering the next longitudinal propagation step.
Gain investigation in Nd3+ systems will be presented in Chapter 4.

2.4 Summary
The theoretical background of interaction between light and atomic system in active
media relevant for this thesis has been presented. The properties of the optically active
rare-earth dopants, especially neodymium, have been presented with a focus on
optical gain. The main processes and parameters for optical amplifiers and lasers,
absorption and stimulated emission, their cross sections, spotaneous emission and its
lifetime, ETU, and ASE have been discussed and will be used for spectroscopic
characterization and gain investigation. Rate equations of Nd3+ have been explained
and simplified for the simulation of gain in a later Chapter.
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Nd3+-doped Waveguides: Fabrication
and Optical Characterization
In this Chapter the fabrication and optical characterization of Nd-doped
waveguides are discussed. Nd3+-complex-doped polymer films were deposited
by spin-coating, and channel waveguides were realized by a simple and
reproducible procedure mainly based on spin-coating and photo-definition.
Al2O3:Nd3+ films were deposited on thermally oxidized silicon wafers using
reactive co-sputtering, and channel waveguides were fabricated using
reactive ion etch (RIE) techniques. Optical losses in the two types of Nd3+doped waveguides were investigated and compared. Both the Nd3+-complexdoped polymer waveguides and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide have very low losses at
the visible and near infrared wavelength, and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides show a
broadband transmission window extended to telecommunication wavelength
range. The absorption bands of Nd3+ were observed in the visible and near
infrared range, based on which the Judd-Ofelt analysis, was applied to study
the transition properties of Nd3+ ions in the two hosts. Photoluminescence
spectra of Nd3+ were experimentally studied, and three luminescence peaks
near 880 nm, 1060 nm, and 1330 nm, corresponding to the transitions 4F3/2 →
4
I9/2, 4F3/2 → 4I11/2, and 4F3/2 → 4I13/2, respectively, were observed. The
luminescence lifetime of Nd3+ ions in the two hosts was measured, and ETU
parameters of Nd3+ in Al2O3 were derived from the luminescence decay curves.
The characterization results indicate that these two Nd3+-doped materials are
well suited for optical amplification and lasing.
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3.1 Introduction
Neodymium-doped waveguide lasers [27-29] and amplifiers [28, 29, 31-33] are of
interest for applications at the ion's specific emission wavelengths and have been
widely studied. The trivalent neodymium ion (Nd3+) is arguably the most important
active rare-earth ion for the demonstration of significant gain and laser operation due
to the large emission cross-section of its four-level transition (4F3/2 → 4I11/2) at
approximately 1060 nm, resulting in a very low laser threshold. On the other hand,
emissions on the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 ground-state transition at 880 nm and 4F3/2 → 4I9/2
excited-state transition at 1330 nm are interesting for signal amplification in
integrated optical applications, e.g. data transmission in optical interconnects [1-4]
and medical diagnostics [13, 14].
In this chapter, two types of Nd3+-doped waveguides, Nd3+-complex-doped
polymer and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides are discussed. They have been fabricated based
on different fabrication techniques. The optical propagation loss of waveguides in a
broad wavelength range has been experimentally investigated. By subtracting the
background loss of waveguides, the absorption of Nd3+ in the two hosts has been
characterized. The photoluminescence spectra of the Nd3+ at three transitions 4F3/2 →
4
I9/2, 4F3/2 → 4I11/2, and 4F3/2 → 4I13/2, around 880 nm, 1060 nm, and 1330 nm,
respectively, have been observed, and the luminescence lifetime of Nd3+ in the two
host materials has been experimentally determined. Key spectroscopic parameters
have been determined based on experimental measurements and the feasibility of
optical amplification and lasing in these two Nd3+-doped systems is discussed.

3.2 Nd3+-complex-doped Polymer Waveguide Fabrication
Polymer waveguides are promising candidates for integrated optical devices due to
their high packaging density, low cost, compatibility with other materials, low optical
loss in the near-infrared wavelength range, and ease of fabrication and modification of
their chemical structure. This latter property offers enormous flexibility in the design
of optical waveguide amplifier and laser media. Rare-earth doped polymer
waveguides used for optical amplification and lasing have been investigated in the
past. However, polymer-based Nd3+-doped channel waveguides that exploit the
potential simplicity of polymer deposition and micro-structuring have as yet not been
demonstrated and the application of polymers in integrated active devices is limited
by the long-time stability at the high excitation power.
Polymer systems based on low-cost and commonly used (in adhesives,
coatings, encapsulants) epoxy prepolymers were applied in this work to formulate the
optical gain medium of the channel waveguides. Besides, a photodefinable epoxy was
chosen as the cladding material, because it can be patterned with simple processes,
including spin-coating, photo-lithography, and thermal curing.
3.2.1 Film Deposition

Incorporation of rare-earth ions into polymers is challenging due to the immiscibility
of their salt precursors with organic solvents. This problem can be overcome by
encapsulating the ions with organic ligands to form stable complexes that can be
easily dispersed in polymer solutions. Furthermore, the ligands can serve to shield the
dopant ion from impurities in the surrounding matrix that otherwise would quench the
luminescence [30]. In addition to facilitating doping, organic complexes may also
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incorporate antenna chromophores, which act as sensitizers for the ion by
intramolecular energy transfer, thereby enhancing the efficiency of light absorption
[98, 99]. An alternative route for achieving doping is by employing silica colloidal
spheres as rare-earth precursors. Provided that there is a match between the indices of
the polymer and the colloids, the produced nanocomposites show high gain and a long
luminescence lifetime, thereby easing the requirement for high pump powers [100].
Various Nd complexes have been synthesized, of which the luminescence properties
have been investigated with a view to developing optical amplifiers [98, 101-105].
Another problem may arise in these structures due to the overtone vibrations
of C-H and O-H bonds in the complex and the polymer (in its organic solvent),
respectively, which are known to quench the luminescence by coupling of the excited
state of the ion to the vibrational modes of these bonds [49, 106]. This effect can be
mitigated by reducing the energy of the fundamental vibration through substitution of
the hydrogen atoms by lower reduced mass atoms such as deuterium, fluorine, or
chlorine. In order to suppress the luminescence quenching of Nd3+ dopant ions,
fluorinated chelates replaced part of the C-H bonds by C-F bonds in the complex used,
while the neutral ligands eliminated the H2O molecules.
In this work, in order to overcome the insolubility problem of the inorganic
precursor salts of the Nd3+ dopant ions in the polymer host and suppress the
luminescence quenching of rare-earth dopants, the ions were encapsulated in a stable
organic complex. Nd(TTA)3phen (TTA = thenoyltrifluoroacetone, phen = 1,10phenanthroline), depicted in Fig. 3.1. Nd(TTA)3phen (1 mMol) was synthesized by
following Ref [107]. TTA is a fluorinated ligand, while phen is natural. 1 mmol
Nd(NO3)3·6H2O was dissolved in 20 ml of methanol. TTAH (3 mMol) was dissolved
in 15 ml of methanol in another glass beaker. The Nd(NO3)3 solution was poured into
the TTAH solution and stirred for 30 minutes. A saturated solution of NaOH in
methanol (with ~ 5% water) was added gradually with stirring to pH 8. The solution
was stirred for 0.5 h after addition of NaOH and a clear solution was obtained. After
addition of 1 mmol of phen to the Nd solution, a white powder of Nd(TTA)3phen was
precipitated from the solution. After stirring for an additional 0.5 h, the white product
was collected by filtration under suction. The Nd(TTA)3phen in the power form
obtained in this way was washed with methanol and dried in a vacuum oven.
These organic ligands give a uniform size of the rare-earth-ion complex,
which is typically below 10 nm [108, 109]. The small size of the rare-earth-ion
complex as well as its transparency over the wavelength range of interest, make
effects of the prolate geometry on the photophysical properties negligible. Compared
to nanoparticle-doped polymers [110], polymers doped with an organic complex offer
the advantages of a homogeneous distribution of active ions, allowing for higher
doping concentrations before luminescence quenching occurs and lower sidewall
roughness of waveguide channels.
The Nd3+-complex, Nd(TTA)3phen, was dissolved into a solution of 6FDA/UVR that is based on 4,4'-(Hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic anhydride (6FDA) and 3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl-3,4-epoxycyclohexane carboxylate (UVR),
which is a fluorinated polymer material with low loss in the near infrared wavelength
range.
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Fig. 3.1. The chemical structure of Nd(TTA)3phen.

6-FDA (Aldrich) is a highly fluorinated molecule which further decreases
the luminescence quenching originating from high-energy vibrations of C-H and O-H
bonds in the polymer host. It was combined with the fluid epoxy monomer, UVR
(Aldrich), whose molecules contain only aliphatic rings equipped with two highly
reactive epoxy groups to yield a low refractive index to match the low-refractiveindex cladding material after cross-linking with the 6-FDA. The chemical structure of
the 6-FDA/UVR network is presented in Fig. 3.2. To achieve a spin-coated film with
good optical quality, a high boiling point solvent, Gamma-butyrolactone (Aldrich),
was used, which due to its polar nature is capable of dissolving the fluorinated
material.
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Fig. 3.2. The chemical structure of the 6-FDA/UVR network.
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The 6-FDA/UVR solution was synthesized as follows. 0.5 g FDA (Aldrich)
was dissolved completely in 1.5 g Gamma-butyrolactone (Aldrich) and 1 g
cyclopentanone (Aldrich) in a water bath for 1.5 h. Nd(TTA)3phen was dissolved in
the FDA solution and 0.5 g UVR (Aldrich) was added thereafter.
Films of Nd(TTA)3phen-doped 6-FDA/epoxy were achieved by depositing
on thermally oxidized wafers using spin-coating and post-baking. The refractive index
and the thickness as determined with a prism coupler were 1.53 (at 633 nm) and 4.3
µm, respectively. Figure 3.3 shows an atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the
spin-coated Nd(TTA)3phen-doped 6-FDA/UVR film. The root mean square (rms)
roughness of the film surface is ~ 1.1 nm.

Fig. 3.3. AFM image of a Nd(TTA)3phen-doped 6-FDA/epoxy film surface.

3.2.2 Waveguide Structuring

The functionalities of active doping and photo-definition were divided over two
different polymers. While the properties of the core material were optimized to
incorporate the Nd3+-complex, the cladding material was chosen for its simple
processing properties, especially the straight-forward photodefinition of channel
waveguide structures. An important requirement for a photodefinable epoxy polymer
waveguide material is the solid nature of the epoxy prepolymer, which then prevents
the fading by diffusion of the latent image of the photoacid catalyst in the epoxy
matrix after masked UV exposure. Moreover, a solid material layer is required for
contact mask alignment.
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In order to reduce the yellowing after aging owing to the high content of
aromatic epoxies, which occurs in other photodefinable polymers such as the
diglycidylether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) formulated in previous work [52], a
cycloaliphatic epoxy prepolymer formulation (CHEP) [111] was identified as a
suitable material, since it contains only saturated cyclohexyl groups with terminal
epoxy groups. CHEP acts as a negative photoresist and fulfils the aforementioned
attractive processing requirements, while it is also characterized by low optical loss
and low yellowing properties. The main ingredient is EHPE-3150 of Daicel, which is
the condensation product of 1-2-Epoxy-4(2-oxiranyl)-Cyclohexane of the 2,2bis(Hydoroxy
methyl)1-butanol
/
(3'-4'-Epoxycyclohexane)methyl
3'-4'Epoxycyclohexyl-carboxylate mixture, sketched in Fig. 3.4. A photoacid generator
(PAG) based on Triarylsulfonium hexafluorophosphate (UVI 6992 of Union Carbide)
was used as photoinitiator. This PAG is known to induce less yellowing compared to
the more commonly used PAG based on Triarylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate. The
photoacid-catalyzed epoxy was cross-linked during the post-exposure bake. As a
result, the latent photoacid image in the polymer became insoluble and could not be
washed away in the subsequent development step.
O
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Fig. 3.4. The chemical structure of EHPE.

The recipe of the CHEP solution is follows. 3.40 g EHPE-3150 (Daicel) and
0.60 g CAPA (Aldrich) were dissolved in 6.3 g cyclopentanone (Aldrich) by stirring
for 2 h at 65 ºC. Afterwards 0.08 g UVI 6992 (Union Carbide) was added to the
solution.
Polarization dependent refractive indices and thicknesses of polymer slab
waveguides were measured by a prism-coupling setup (Metricon 2000), which
provided measurements at wavelengths of 633 nm, 830 nm, 1300 nm, and 1550 nm.
The measurement accuracy of the presented thickness and refractive index values are
below 10% and 5×10-4, respectively. The measured difference between TE and TM
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refractive indices in polymer layers are below 5×10-4, which indicates that the layers
are amorphous and have low birefringence. Based on the measured refractive indices
at single wavelengths, the wavelength-dependent refractive index curves were fitted
by Sellmeier dispersion model [112].
Figure 3.5 displays the wavelength-dependent refractive indices of 6FDA/UVR core and CHEP cladding layers by prism coupling measurements at TE
polarization and Sellmeier fitting. While CHEP has a relatively low refractive index
(n ~ 1.51 at 633 nm), the Nd3+-complex-doped material 6-FDA/UVR has a higher
refractive index (~1.53 at 633 nm), making these two materials suitable as cladding
and core materials, respectively, of rare-earth-ion complex-doped polymer waveguide
structures. In this way, Nd3+-complex-doped polymer channel waveguides can be
realized by a simple and reproducible procedure. Moreover, a fluorinated core
material as host for the Nd3+-complex could now be applied. The difference of the
refractive index between the undoped Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR layers is
negligible.
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6-FDA/UVR (core)
CHEP (cladding)

Refractive Index

1.525
1.520
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1.505
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Fig. 3.5. Measured (dots) and fitted (line) refractive indices of 6-FDA/UVR and CHEP versus
wavelength at TE polarization.

In order to investigate the thickness uniformity across the wafer in the spincoated polymer layers, the layer thicknesses of the two polymer films were measured
as a function of distance from the center of the wafer. In general, the thickness of the
polymer layers can be varied by changing the concentration of the polymer solution
and speed of spin-coating. For each polymer, two layers with different thicknesses
were measured with prism-coupling setup at 633 nm and the results are given in Fig.
3.6. The layer thickness was found to decrease by 0.31 and 1.1 µm at a radius of 3.75
cm from the center of the wafer in a 4.4- and 8.0-µm-thick (thickness measured in the
center) 6-FDA/UVR layer, respectively. While in CHEP layers, the decrease of the
layer thickness from the center of the wafer is 9.6% and 9.9% in a 3.49- and 4.90-µmthick layer, respectively.
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Fig. 3.6. The layer thickness of (a) 6-FDA/UVR and (b) CHEP as a function of distance from the center
of the wafer.

Figure 3.7 indicates the fabrication process of Nd(TTA)3phen-doped
polymer channel waveguides. Thermally oxidized silicon wafers were used as
substrates, with the ~8-µm-thick oxide layer acting as the lower cladding layer. In the
first approach, a 40-µm-thick CHEP layer was spin-coated onto the oxidized silicon
wafer and was used as side-cladding. (Fig. 3.7(a)). After UV exposure (350 W, I-line)
through a mask with 40-µm-wide dark lines (Fig. 3.7(b)) and subsequent curing and
development, inverted channels were obtained (Fig. 3.7(c)). The core material, Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR, was then backfilled via spin-coating twice to achieve a
smooth top wall after thermal curing (Fig. 3.7(d) and 3.7(e)). As a result, 40×40-µm2
Nd3+-complex-doped polymer channels were obtained. There was a thin Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR layer (of thickness of ~ 2-4 µm) left on the top of the
CHEP side-cladding after spin-coating. Since the layer is much thinner than the
channel waveguides and does not have effect on light guiding, it is not necessary to
remove it and can be ignored. A silicon containing epoxy with a lower refractive
index of 1.49 at 633 nm was used as the upper cladding after UV exposure to achieve
highly-multimode waveguides, and on the top of which a Pyrex glass wafer was
applied to improve the quality of dicing and protect the structure (Fig. 3.7(f)).

(a)

(d)
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(b)

(e)

(c)
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Si

Nd(TTA)3phen-doped 6-FDA/UVR

Thermal SiO2

Si-epoxy

CHEP

Pyrex wafer

Fig. 3.7. Fabrication process of Nd3+-complex-doped polymer channel waveguides. (a) spin-coating
CHEP layer onto a thermally oxidized Si wafer; (b) UV exposure; (c) developing in RER 600; (d) and
(e) backfilling core solution twice; (f) UV exposure of Si-epoxy upper cladding layer and Pyrex wafer.

Figure 3.8(a) is the top-view microscope picture of 40×40-µm2 Nd3+-doped
channel after backfilling the core material and Figure 3.8(b) shows a microscope
picture of the cross section of the waveguide.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.8. Microscope pictures of Nd3+-complex-doped polymer 40x40-µm2 channel waveguides: (a)
top view without top-cladding; (b) cross section.

As the excitation fraction of Nd3+ ions in the excited state is strongly
dependent on the excitation intensity, a smaller cross section of the channel is needed
for achieving optical gain in the channel waveguides with Nd3+ dopants using
reasonable pump powers. Therefore, in the second approach 5×5-µm2 Nd3+-complexdoped polymer channels were fabricated based on a similar fabrication process as that
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of 40×40-µm2 channels. The only difference was that, instead of using a thick Siepoxy layer (~100 µm) and a Pyrex wafer, a 3-µm-thick CHEP layer was deposited
on top of the channels as the upper cladding layer by spin-coating and thermal curing.
The geometry of the resulting structure together with a microscope image of the cross
section of a channel waveguide is shown in Fig. 3.9. The Nd3+-complex-doped layer
left on the surface of the CHEP side cladding after backfilling of the channels is
sufficiently thin (~0.5-1 µm) that it can be ignored. The waveguide can be shortened
by dicing with attaching a small piece of glass on the top or cleaving directly.

CHEP

CHEP
CHEP
3+
SiO Nd -doped 6-FDA/UVR

Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR
SiO2

2

Si
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.9. (a) Geometry and (b) optical microscope cross section picture of the 5×5-µm2 Nd3+-complexdoped polymer channel waveguides.

In conclusion, by dividing the functionalities of photo-definition and active
doping over two different polymers, Nd3+-complex-doped, photo-defined polymer
channel waveguides were realized on thermally oxidized silicon wafers with a simple
and reproducible fabrication procedure.

3.3 Al2O3:Nd3+ Waveguide Fabrication
Amorphous aluminum oxide, which has high mechanical stability and thermal
conductivity, doped with rare-earth ions is a very attractive material for active
integrated optical applications such as amplifiers and lasers. Its relatively high
refractive index allows for the realization of high-contrast channel waveguides with
considerably more compact IO circuits compared to many polymers and other glasses.
Furthermore, it is compatible with Si-technology.
3.3.1 Film Deposition

The deposition of Al2O3 layer with Er dopants by reactive co-sputtering has been well
developed in the IOMS group in previous work [41, 42], and has been applied to the
deposition of Al2O3:Nd3+ films.
For the Al2O3 layer growth, an AJA ATC 1500 sputtering system equipped
with a load-lock and three sputtering guns was used. A schematic illustration of the
sputtering system is displayed in Fig. 3.10. The sample was fixed in a bottom-up
sputtering configuration on a substrate holder which can be rotated and heated up to a
maximum temperature of 800ºC. The deposition chamber can be pumped to a
background pressure of 10-7 mTorr, which is essential in order to reach a negligible
OH- level in the deposition process. The three sputtering guns are designed for 2-inch
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sputtering targets and can be driven individually by RF or DC power supplies, having
a maximum range of 500 W. With respect to the optical loss of grown layers, the RF
sputtering was chosen and process parameters were optimized.

Al

Nd

Fig. 3.10. Schematic illustration of the reactive co-sputtering system used for the Al2O3:Nd3+ film
growth.

High purity metallic Al (99.999% purity) and Nd (99.95% purity) targets
were sputtered separately using Ar guns, while oxygen was supplied as a gas. The
sputtering power applied to the Al target was held constant at 200 W, while the Ndtarget power was varied between 9 to 19 W in order to vary the Nd3+ concentration.
The Nd3+ concentration, which is uniform throughout the layer, was determined by
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) at the University of Utrecht. Figure
3.11 shows the resulting Nd3+ concentration versus sputtering power applied to the Nd
target.
The refractive index and thickness of the deposited layers were measured by
the prism coupling method (Metricon). Since all the layers are amorphous and yield
low stress values, the birefringence is low and the difference between TE and TM
refractive indices were measured to vary between 5 and 10×10-4. Figure 3.12(a) shows
the wavelength-dependent refractive indices of an Al2O3:Nd3+ and Al2O3 layer
measured at 633 nm, 830 nm, 1300 nm, and 1550 nm and fitted by the Sellmeier
model. The refractive index of the layer doped with Nd3+ is slightly higher than that of
the non-doped layer. The thickness uniformity of Al2O3:Nd3+ layers was studied, and
the refractive indices of two layers as a function of distance from the center of the
wafer are given in Fig 3.12(b). The decrease of the layer thickness from the center to
the edge of the wafer in a 1.0- and 4.8-µm-thick layer is 0.16 and 0.52 µm,
respectively, which gives a reduction of ~10%.
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Fig. 3.12. (a) Measured (dots) and fitted (line) refractive indices of an Al2O3:Nd3+ and Al2O3 layer; (b)
the layer thickness of two Al2O3:Nd3+ layers as a function of distance from the center of the wafer.

3.3.2 Waveguide Structuring

In order to define channel waveguides in Al2O3 films, the etching behaviour of Al2O3
has been investigated by Bradley et al. using an inductively coupled reactive ion etch
(RIE) system [40-42]. The etch rate of Al2O3 and possible mask materials were
studied by applying various common process gases and combinations of these gases,
including CF4/O2, BCl3, BCl3/HBr and Cl2. Based on a comparison of the etch rates
and patterning feasibility of the different mask materials, a BCl3/HBr plasma and
standard resist mask were used to fabricate channel waveguide structures. The etched
structures exhibit straight sidewalls with minimal roughness and etch depths of up to 1
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µm, sufficient for defining waveguides with strong optical confinement and low
bending losses. Low additional propagation losses (~0.1 dB/cm at 1523 nm) were
measured in single-mode Al2O3 ridge waveguides defined using the developed
etching process.
Figure 3.13 indicates the fabrication process of Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguides, which follows the etching receipt of Bradley. 1.5 µm thick resist was
deposited on an Al2O3 layer (Fig. 3.13(a)) by spin-coating (Fig. 3.13(b)) and patterned
using standard lithography (Fig. 3.13(c)). Etching of the Al2O3 layer was carried out
using an Oxford Plasmalab 100 inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) RIE system (Fig.
3.13(d)). The optimized gas ratio in terms of selectivity for the amorphous Al2O3
films was found to be 5:2 (BCl3:HBr) and optimized process parameters were ICP
power = 1750 W, RF electrode power = 25 W, pressure = 12 mTorr, and a total gas
flow of 35 sccm.
In order to characterize the refractive index, layer thickness, and loss, one
half of the layers were left unpatterned for planar waveguide experiments. Two types
of Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides were designed and fabricated for single-mode and
multi-mode waveguide amplifiers.
The Al2O3:Nd3+channels without top-cladding layer in Fig. 3.13(e) have a
width of 2.0 µm and shallow etch-depth of ~70 nm, using air as the cladding. The
etch depth, layer thickness, and waveguide width were selected to ensure strong
confinement of the propagating optical signal within the Al2O3:Nd3+ layers and
single-mode behaviour at wavelengths longer than 850 nm, with excellent overlap of
signal and pump modes. In this Chapter, all the characterizations of the Al2O3:Nd3+
channel waveguides are based on such waveguide geometry.
For multi-mode waveguide amplifiers and devices, the Al2O3:Nd3+ layers
were etched deeply or completely through and a 5-µm PECVD SiO2 layer was grown
on top (Fig. 3.13(f)). The details of the waveguide characterization will be discussed
in Chapter 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 3.13. Fabrication process of Al2O3:Nd channel waveguides. (a) Reactive co-sputtering of an
3+
Al2O3:Nd film on a thermally oxide Si substrate; (b) spin-coating resist; (c) pattering resist by
3+
standard lithography; (d) Etching Al2O3:Nd in Oxford Plasmalab ICP RIE; (e) channel waveguide
without top-cladding; (f) channel waveguide with PECVD top-cladding.

3.4 Optical Losses
3.4.1 Optical Attenuation and Loss Measurement

Before proceeding with waveguide amplifiers and lasers, it was important to
demonstrate low propagation losses in the channel waveguides. Here, the theory and
measurement methods related to optical loss characterization in waveguides is
presented.
The intensity of light propagating through a medium can be attenuated due
to several mechanisms, e.g. scattering and material absorption. The reduction of light
intensity I at a wavelength λ, when propagating through a medium of short length dz
(Fig. 3.14) can be described by the Lambert-Beer law [74]:
dI
= − a (λ ) I ,
dz

(3.1)

where a(λ) is the wavelength-dependent loss coefficient (in cm-1).

Io(z)

I(z)

dz
0

l

Fig. 3.14. Schematic of light propagating through an optical material.

Solving this differential equation for a propagation length l (in cm) results in:
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I = I 0 ⋅ exp( −a (λ ) ⋅ l ) .

(3.2)

Extraction of the loss coefficient a(λ) yields:
1 ⎛ I ⎞
a (λ ) = ⋅ ln⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ .
l ⎝ I0 ⎠

(3.3)

Often when describing the propagation losses in optical waveguides, the
absorption coefficient is given in units of dB/cm. In this case the absorption
coefficient is written as α(λ) and related to a(λ) by:

α (λ) =

−10⋅ log(I I0 )
= 10⋅ loge ⋅ a ≈ 4.34⋅ a .
l

(3.4)

We will consistently use the parameter α(λ) when we discuss optical losses
in waveguides. The total loss in a waveguide is the combination of the different loss
mechanisms, and we mainly consider the following losses in this thesis:

α total (λ ) = α mat (λ ) + α scat (λ ) + α abs (λ ) ,

(3.5)

where αmat(λ) is the material-dependent background loss, αscat(λ) is the loss due to
scattering at the core-cladding interface or roughness of the waveguide sidewalls, and
αabs(λ) is the loss due to absorption by Nd3+ ions. Optical measurements are required
to determine each of these contributions to the total propagation loss of optical
waveguides.
Optical losses of Nd3+-complex-doped polymer and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides
have been investigated in both slab and channel structures. In general, the
wavelength-dependent optical loss can be determined by measuring the transmitted
light coupled out from a waveguide with different propagation lengths ln (n = 0, 1,
2…). By a least-squares fit of a set of measured transmitted light intensities at a
certain wavelength or transmitted spectra with Eq. 3.2 or 3.3, the single-wavelength
loss or loss spectrum of a film waveguide can be determined.
A prism coupling method was applied to determine the optical loss of slab
waveguides, and the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.15. A light source is
coupled into the film and coupled out after propagating a certain distance through the
film using two prisms. The propagation distance l in the film is varied by fixing the
position of the in-coupling prism while moving the out-coupling prism. A large-core
liquid guiding fiber, which is connected to a detector, is used to collect the transmitted
light with different propagation lengths from the out-coupling prism.
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Fig. 3.15. Prism couplingSisetup used for propagation loss measurements in slab waveguides.

The cut-back method is a widely used approach for loss investigations in
channel waveguides. The output from a light source is coupled into a channel
waveguide and the transmitted light is coupled out by an optical fiber (see Fig. 3.16).
The out-coupled transmitted light from the channel waveguide is then collected by a
detector. The loss of the waveguide is determined from the power of transmitted light
recorded for waveguides with different channel lengths cut from a single sample,
which were otherwise identical. Assuming that the input- and output-coupling of
fibers remain constant in a series of measurements for samples with different
propagation length, the waveguide loss α(λ), can be obtained.

Channel
wavguide
Light source

Fiber

Fiber

Detector/Spectrometer

Fig. 3.16. Fiber coupling setup for cut-back loss measurement in a channel waveguide.

For determining the loss of a channel waveguide at a certain wavelength, a
single-wavelength light source at the desired wavelength is coupled into the
waveguide and the intensity of the transmitted light with various propagation lengths
is collected by a photo detector (Si/Ge/InGaAs), based on which the optical loss at
this wavelength can be determined. For a single-mode waveguide, a polarized light
source is used for measuring the optical loss at TE and TM polarization.
To obtain the loss spectrum at a certain wavelength range, the output from a
broadband fiber-coupled white-light source (FemtoPower1060, SC450, Fianium) is
launched into waveguides of varying lengths and a set of transmitted spectra is then
recorded by a spectrometer (iHR550, Horiba, Jobin Yvon). The spectra were
measured independent of polarization. By fitting the transmission spectra and
calibrating with the measured loss at a single wavelength averaged with TE and TM
polarization, the loss spectrum is obtained.
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3.4.2 Loss and Absorption Spectra

Fundamental requirements imposed on a host for optical gain and lasing provided by
rare-earth dopant ions are high optical quality with a low level of scattering loss and a
wide transparency range that covers both the pump and lasing wavelengths.
Nd3+ ions are suitable dopants for optical polymers, as many polymers
exhibit very low loss at the infrared wavelength range, especially at the 1060-nm laser
transition. The optical loss of the polymer host used in this work, 6-FDA/UVR, was
first investigated in polymer films with and without Nd3+ complexes by prism
coupling measurement and the results are given in Fig. 3.17. The polymer host, 6FDA/UVR, shows a very broad transmission band in the wavelength range 550-1150
nm, which indicates the low yellowing effect in this material. The Nd3+ concentration
in the doped polymer film (Fig. 3.17(b)) was 0.11×1020 cm-3. The absorption peaks
near 1200 and 1400 nm are due to vibrational modes of remaining C-H bonds in the
polymer host [29, 30]. The absorption peaks at 580 nm, 745 nm, 800 nm, and 870 nm
in Fig. 3.17(b) are from the absorption transitions of Nd3+ ions.
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Fig. 3.17. Loss spectrum of (a) undoped and (b) Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR film

Losses of polymer channel waveguides were measured using the cut-back
method. Fig. 3.18(a) displays the loss spectrum of a Nd3+-complex-doped large-core
(40×40 µm2) polymer channel waveguide with Nd3+ concentration of 0.1×1020 cm-3
with very low background propagation and scattering loss at 700-1100 nm
Small-core waveguides are preferable for achieving gain due to the lower
pump power needed. Optical losses of the small-core Nd3+-complex-doped 6FDA/UVR waveguides channel waveguides at 633 nm, 830 nm, 1064 nm, and 1330
nm were measured with unpolarized light due to the multi-mode waveguide structure,
and the average losses at the four wavelengths are given in Table 3.1.
Table. 3.1. Optical loss (in dB/cm) in films and channel waveguides of Nd3+-complex-doped 6FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ at 633nm, 830nm, 880 nm, 1064 nm, and 1330 nm.
Waveguide
633 nm
830 nm
880 nm
1064 nm
1330 nm
3+
Nd -complex-doped 60.32±0.06 0.15±0.05
0.09±0.04 0.70±0.10
FDA/UVR film (4.4 µm thick)
Nd3+-complex-doped 6-

0.77±0.10

0.22±0.06

-

0.10±0.05

TE
TM

0.47±0.09
0.42±0.06

0.38±0.05
0.32±0.03

-

0.35±0.06
0.29±0.05

0.19±0.05
0.28±0.06

TE
TM

-

-

1.08±0.07
0.99±0.08

0.65±0.06
0.69±0.08

0.35±0.09
0.32±0.08

FDA/UVR channel (5×5 µm2)
Al2O3:Nd3+ film
(0.6 µm thick)
Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
2

(0.6×2 µm )

Figure 3.18 (b) displays the broadband loss spectrum of a 5×5-µm2 Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide at the visible and infrared
wavelength range calibrated by measured single-wavelength losses. The background
propagation loss at 840-950 nm is around 0.2-0.3 dB/cm, and the value measured for
the waveguide loss using this approach was ~0.1 dB/cm at 1060 nm.
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Fig. 3.18. Loss spectrum of a Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide of (a) 40×40 µm2
and (b) 5×5 µm2.

The absorption spectrum of Nd3+ in 6-FDA/UVR, depicted in Fig. 3.19(a),
was obtained by subtracting the background loss from the recorded loss spectrum in
Fig. 3.18(b). The absorption peaks at 580 nm, 745 nm, 800 nm, and 870 nm
correspond to the Nd3+ absorption transitions 4I9/2 → 4G5/2+2G7/2, 4I9/2 → 4F7/2+4S3/2,
4
I9/2 → 4F5/2+2H9/2, and 4I9/2 → 4F3/2, respectively. The absorption cross sections can be
calculated from the measured absorption spectrum using Eq. 2.18. Considering the
confinement factor Γ of the beam in the waveguide and the relation between α and a
(see Eq. 3.6), the absorption cross section given in Fig. 3.19(b) was calculated by the
following equation:
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σ abs (λ ) =

α abs
log(e) ⋅ N d ⋅ Γ

,

(3.6)

where Nd is the Nd3+ concentration in the waveguide.
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Fig. 3.19. Absorption (a) spectrum and (b) cross section of a Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR
channel waveguide of 5×5 µm2.
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The single-wavelength losses at five different wavelengths and loss
spectrum of Al2O3:Nd3+ slab waveguides were measured by the prism-coupling
method and are given in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.20.
.
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Fig. 3.20. Loss spectrum of an Al2O3:Nd3+ slab waveguide.

The loss spectrum was measured independent of polarization. The
absorption spectrum and cross section of Nd3+ was obtained by subtracting the
background propagation loss, which indicates four absorption peaks at 580 nm, 745
nm, 800 nm, and 870 nm, corresponding the Nd3+ absorption transitions 4I9/2 →
4
G5/2+2G7/2, 4I9/2 → 4F7/2+4S3/2, 4I9/2 → 4F5/2+2H9/2, and 4I9/2 → 4F3/2, respectively (Fig.
3.21(a) and (b)).
The loss in Al2O3 waveguides without active dopants and with Er3+ dopants
has been investigated in previous work [8-10] and indicated that very low extra
propagation loss (~0.1 dB/cm) was introduced in channel waveguides by patterning.
In this work, the single-wavelength loss of two 0.6×2.0-µm2 channel waveguides were
investigated at 800 nm, 880 nm, and 1064 nm and compared with the loss measured in
slab waveguides (Table 3.1). Additional channel propagation losses of 0.6, 0.3 and
0.15 dB/cm were measured in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides at 880, 1064 and 1330
nm, respectively.
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Fig. 3.21. Absorption (a) spectrum and (b) cross section of an Al2O3:Nd3+ slab waveguide.

In summary, 6-FDA/UVR has a broadband transmission and very low loss
around 870 nm and 1064 nm, which is important for optical amplification and lasing
at these two wavelengths. However, this polymer material is not suitable for active
waveguide devices at telecommunication wavelengths due to the dramatic increase of
the optical loss at wavelengths longer than 1100 nm. On the other hand, although
Al2O3 has slightly higher loss than 6-FDA/UVR at wavelengths below 1100 nm, it has
very low loss around 1330 nm, which is interesting for optical amplification at in the
telecom O-band.
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3.4.3 Judd-Ofelt Analysis

The standard Judd-Ofelt analysis discussed in section 2.2.3 was applied for studying
the optical transitions of Nd3+ ions in both the polymer and Al2O3 host material.
The Judd-Ofelt parameters Ωt (t = 2,4,6) were determined by the measured
and calculated line strength (Smeas and Scalc) for a number of ground-state transitions.
In the previous Section, four absorption peaks of Nd3+ have been identified
from the absorption spectra of Nd3+. The values of the doubly reduced matrix
elements U(t) (t = 2,4,6) at these four peak wavelengths of Nd3+, which are
independent of the host material, are given in Table 3.2 [82, 83].
Table 3.2. Values of reduced matrix elements for the absorption transitions of Nd3+ at 300K.
Transition (from 4I9/2)
λ (nm)
[U(2)]2
[U(4)]2
[U(6)]2
4

G5/2+2G7/2
4
F7/2+4S3/2
4
F5/2+2H9/2
4
F3/2

~ 580
~ 745
~ 800
~ 880

0.9710
0.0010
0.0100
0

0.5897
0.0448
0.2431
0.2296

0.0663
0.6582
0.5148
0.0563

The measured and calculated line strength Smeas and Scalc of Nd3+ in 6FDA/UVR and Al2O3 are given in Table 3.3 (a) and (b) respectively. By a leastsquares fit of Smeas and Scalc , the values of the Judd-Ofelt parameters Ωt (t = 2,4,6) of
Nd3+ in each host material were obtained and are given in Table 3.4. With these
parameters, the transition line strengths of the upper state transitions Scalc, radiative
decay rates AJJ', radiative lifetimes τrad, and branching ratios B were obtained and are
presented in Table 3.5.
Table 3.3. Measured and calculated line strengths of Nd3+ in (a) 6-FDA/UVR and (b) Al2O3 at 300K.
(a)
(∫a(λ)dλ)/N0
Smeas
λ
Scalc
Transition
n
4
-20
2
-20
-20
2
(10 cm )
(10 cm2)
(nm)
(from I9/2)
(10 nm⋅cm )
4

G5/2+2G7/2
F7/2+4S3/2
4
F5/2+2H9/2
4
F3/2

580
745
800
873

Transition
(from 4I9/2)

λ
(nm)

n

4

580
745
802
880

1.655
1.661
1.660
1.659

4

G5/2+2G7/2
F7/2+4S3/2
4
F5/2+2H9/2
4
F3/2
4

1.5316
1.5239
1.5221
1.5206

132.4814
58.0268
75.8987
23.4766
(b)
(∫a(λ)dλ)/N0
(10

-20

2

nm⋅cm )
43.4778
26.8889
31.6778
4.7889
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17.3600
5.9600
7.2600
2.0700

17.3700
6.2800
6.8100
2.4800

Smeas
(10-20 cm2)

Scalc
-20

5.1363
2.4809
2.7239
0.3747

(10

cm2)

5.1387
2.6619
2.4670
0.6051
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Table 3.4. Judd-Ofelt parameters of Nd3+ in 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3.
Judd-Ofelt parameters (10-20 cm2)
RMS deviation
Material
(10-20 cm2)
Ω2
Ω4
Ω6
Nd3+-complex-doped polymer
Al2O3:Nd3+

12.05
4.01

8.59
1.67

8.93
3.92

0.69
0.39

Table 3.5 Predicted fluorescence line strength Scalc, radiative decay rates AJJ', radiative lifetimes τrad,
and branching ratios B of Nd3+ in (a) 6-FDA/UVR and (b) Al2O3 at 300K.
(a)
λ
Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR
Transition
AJJ' (ms-1)
(nm)
τrad (µs)
Scalc (10-20 cm2)
B
4

F3/2 → 4I9/2

~880

2.4769

1.7901

~1060

4.8554

2.3320

~1330

1.8934

0.4388

F3/2 → I15/2

~1800

0.2501

0.0224

Transition

λ
(nm)

Scalc (10-20 cm2)

4

4

~880

0.6046

0.6761

4

4

~1060

1.8347

1.1647

4

4

~1330

0.8319

0.2551

4

4

~1800

0.1099

0.0131

4

4

4

4

4

4

F3/2 → I11/2
F3/2 → I13/2

0.3906
218

0.5088
0.0957
0.0049

(b)

F3/2 → I9/2

F3/2 → I11/2
F3/2 → I13/2
F3/2 → I15/2

Al2O3:Nd3+
AJJ' (ms-1)

τrad (µs)

B
0.3206

474

0.5522
0.1210
0.0062

According to Reisfeld and Jørgensen [90], the Ω2 parameter is a measure of
the covalence degree related to the established rare earth ion and ligand bonds, and
gives information about the asymmetry of the local environment of the Nd3+ ion site.
Symmetric fields of the Nd3+ ions lead to a decrease of the Ω2 values, because of the
domination of magnetic dipole transitions, along with a decrease in the electric dipole
transitions. The weaker the Ω2 value, the more centrosymmetric the ion site is and the
more ionic its chemical bonds with the ligands are.
Comparison of the values of the Judd-Ofelt parameters of Nd3+ in 6FDA/UVR and Al2O3 in our work with other hosts as shown in Table 3.6, our
Nd(TTA)3phen-doped 6FDA/UVR has a large Ω2 which agrees with the nonsymmetry of the Nd3+ local environment in the complex. On the other hand, the Ω6
parameter is related to the stiffness of the host matrix and shows a different type of
variation related to the rigidity of the medium. Generally, it increases in the order
(crystalline mixed oxides < glasses < viscous solutions < hydrated ions < halide
vapors < complexes of organic ligands) [90], which explains the high value of Ω6 in
our polymer host.
Another point to be mentioned is that in the case of Nd3+ ions, the matrix
elements <4F3/2⎪⎢U2⎪⎢4IJ> are all zero. It means that the near infrared emissions are
uniquely governed by the Ω4 and Ω6. In this respect, Jacobs and Weber introduced a
spectroscopic quality parameter X, equal to the ratio Ω4 / Ω6. It has been observed that
X is usually in the range from 0.2 to 1.5 in a wide range of Nd3+ doped hosts [116]. In
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the case of X ≤ 1, the efficiency of the 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition is enhanced, while the
larger the value X, the more intense the transition 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 is. According to this,
the 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition of Nd3+ in Al2O3 is favored compared to the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2
transition due to the low X value.
Table 3.6. Judd-Ofelt parameters and radiative lifetime of Nd3+ in different hosts.
Judd-Ofelt parameters (10-20 cm2)
τrad
Ref.
Host
(µs)
Ω2
Ω4
Ω6
X=Ω4/Ω6
6-FDA/UVR
Al2O3
phosphate glass
YAG
NGAB
sulphide glass
ZBLAN
KLa(WO4)2
lead silicate glass (SNPZ)
PF plastic solution
PMMA-d8
ZBAN51

12.10
4.01
3.28
0.20
1.89
8.20
2.37
3.09
3.66
10.60
9.45
3.10

8.59
1.67
3.54
2.70
2.55
5.30
3.77
1.04
5.53
6.51
2.70
3.70

8.93
3.92
4.67
5.00
4.95
3.80
4.85
1.04
2.73
4.72
5.27
5.70

0.96
0.43
0.76
0.54
0.52
1.39
0.78
1.00
2.03
1.38
0.51
0.65

218
474
430
259
293
109
444
685
313
548
187
419

This work
This work
[48]
[91]
[92]
[93]
[94]
[113]
[114]
[115]
[115]
[115]

3.4.4 Determination of Nd3+ Concentration in Host Materials

The value of the Nd3+ concentration in host materials is necessary for the
characterization of Nd3+-doped systems.
The concentration N0 of Nd3+ ions in polymer materials can be easily
determined by the following equation:

N0 =

x ⋅ 6 .023 ⋅ 10 23 M
,
V solution

(3.7)

where x is the weight of the Nd3+-complex added into the solution, M is the molecular
weight of the Nd3+-complex, Nd(TTA)3phen, and Vsolution is the volume of the solutes
(6-FDA and UVR) in the polymer solution.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the Nd3+ concentration in Al2O3 can be
measured by RBS. The open dots in Fig. 3.22 are the Nd3+ concentration in
Al2O3:Nd3+ films determined by RBS versus measured absorption peaks at 880 nm.
According to Eq. 2.18, the wavelength-dependent absorption intensity of Nd3+ at one
single wavelength is directly proportional to the ion concentration, and a linear fit of
the concentration value measured by RBS through origin is given in Fig. 3.22.
Such a linear fitting line can be used as reference to determine the
concentration of Nd3+ in other Al2O3:Nd3+ samples by fitting the measured absorption
peak of each sample at 880 nm on it. The Nd3+ concentrations given by closed dots in
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Fig. 3.22 were estimated by this way. Therefore, once the Nd3+ concentration of a
group of Al2O3:Nd3+ samples have been measured by RBS, the Nd3+ concentration of
the rest of Al2O3:Nd3+ samples can be determined directly via absorption
measurement. The accuracy of this approach is mainly dependent on the accuracy of
the RBS measurement and absorption measurement.
3.5
Concentration measured by RBS
Linear fitting through origin of
measured concentration by RBS
Concentration estimated by measured
absorption peak at 880 nm

2.5

20

-3

Nd Concentration (10 cm )

3.0

2.0
1.5

3+

1.0
0.5
0.0

0

1
2
3
4
Measured Absorption Peak (dB/cm)

5

Fig. 3.22. Nd3+ concentration of Nd3+ in Al2O3 layers determined by RBS or absorption measurements
versus absorption peak values at 880 nm.

3.5 Luminescence and Lifetime Measurements
3.5.1 Luminescence Spectra

The photoluminescence spectrum is the first step to study the luminescence properties
of the active ions in a host material. Figure 3.23 illustrates the photoluminescence
measurement in a channel waveguide. Photoluminescence spectra of Nd3+ in the 6FDA/epoxy and Al2O3 hosts were investigated by exciting the active-ion-doped
waveguides using a Ti:Sapphire laser at 800 nm. The luminescence light was
collected from the top of the waveguides by a large-core liquid-core guiding fiber, and
luminescence peaks were detected by a spectrometer (iHR550, Horiba, Jobin Yvon).
Large-core liquid
guiding fiber

Light source

Spectrometer
Fiber

Fig. 3.23. Schematic picture of a photoluminescence measurement setup in a channel waveguide.
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An InGaAs detector was used to measure the broadband spectrum around
830-1450 nm. However, the response curve of the InGaAs detector is very low and
not flat around 800-950 nm. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the grating used for
measuring the broadband spectrum is also low around this wavelength range.
Therefore, the luminescence spectrum around 830-950 nm was also measured using a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector. All the measured luminescence spectra were
corrected with respect to the response curve of the detectors.
Figure 3.24(a) shows a broadband luminescence spectrum of a Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide. Three luminescence bands near 873
nm, 1056 nm, and 1328 nm can be identified, corresponding to the transitions
between the metastable state 4F3/2 and the lower lying 4I9/2, 4I11/2, and 4I13/2 states of the
Nd3+ ion, respectively. The spectrum at 1000-1500 nm was measured by an InGaAs
detector, while the first part of the spectrum at 800-1000 nm, which includes the
ground-state transition 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 of Nd3+, was measured by a PMT. The spectrum
was corrected with respect to the response curve of the two detectors, and adjusted to
the normalized intensity. Using the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg theory (see Section 2.2.3),
the emission cross section of Nd3+ was calculated from the measured
photoluminescence spectrum with Eq. 2.20 (see Fig. 3.24(b)).
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Fig. 3.24. Photoluminescence (a) spectrum and (b) cross section of a Nd3+-complex-doped 6FDA/UVR channel waveguide.

The luminescence spectra indicate that Nd3+ in 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3 is
optically active at all three transitions, 4F3/2 → 4I9/2, 4F3/2 → 4I11/2, and 4F3/2 → 4I13/2.
The full width at half maximum of the three transitions are broader and less structured
than that of Nd3+ luminescence in crystals [15], thus providing a large gain bandwidth
in an optical amplifier.
The luminescence spectrum and cross section of an Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguide were obtained in the same way and are given in Fig. 3.25. Three
luminescence peaks at 880 nm, 1065 nm, and 1340 nm were recorded, which have a
slight shift of 7-12 nm to longer wavelengths compared with those peaks in the Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR.
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Fig. 3.25. Photoluminescence (a) spectrum and (b) cross section of an Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide.

3.5.2 Luminescence Lifetime

The setup of the luminescence lifetime measurement is depicted in Fig. 3.26.
Luminescence lifetime measurements of the Nd3+ ions in the 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3
hosts were performed using a laser diode emitting at 800 nm as the excitation source.
The laser diode was modulated by an external square-pulse generator and delivered
pulses of 4 ms duration, allowing the populations of the Nd3+ system to reach a steady
state before the pump was switched off. The pulse had a cut-off time of below 5 µs,
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which was much shorter of the luminescence lifetime of Nd3+. The luminescence light
was collected from the top surface of the waveguide by a large-core liquid fiber, and
diffracted by a monochromator tuned to the peak wavelengths (880/1060/1330 nm).
The selected luminescence light was detected by an InGaAs photodiode. The signal
was amplified and then acquired with a digital oscilloscope.

Large-core liquid
guiding fiber

Laser diode
800 nm

Mono-chromator
Fiber

Signal generator

Channel
wavguide
Photodiode
and
Amplifier

Digital oscilloscope

Fig. 3.26. Schematic of a setup for measuring the luminescence lifetime in channel waveguides.

Figure 3.27 show the luminescent decay of Nd3+ measured in 6-FDA/UVR
at 1060 nm of Nd3+ concentration of 1.03×1020 cm-3.
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Fig. 3.27. Luminescence decay of Nd
1.03×1020 cm-3.

3+

in a 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide of Nd3+ concentration of

Except for a faster decay occurring directly after switching off the pump
excitation (the first 20 µs) in Fig. 3.27, which is attributed to ETU between
neighboring Nd ions in their 4F3/2 excited levels [54], an exponential decay was
observed. A luminescence lifetime of 141 µs at 1056 nm was derived from the
exponential part of the decay curve, which was independent of the excitation intensity.
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This long lifetime demonstrates that luminescence quenching effects have been
largely diminished by the choice of complex and surrounding polymer materials.
Furthermore, encapsulating the Nd ions may well contribute to diminishing the effect
of ETU by ensuring a rather large distance between nearest-neighbor Nd ions. The
long, unquenched excited-state lifetime of Nd ions in this specific environment sets
the stage for successful gain demonstration as well as continuous-wave polymer laser
experiments.
Much stronger intensity of the luminescence light can be collected from
Al2O3:Nd3+ samples without top-cladding layer than that measured in polymer
samples of top-cladding layer. Luminescence decay of Nd3+ in Al2O3 channel
waveguides was measured with various ion concentrations and is given in Fig. 3.28(a).
In the decay curve (1) of the lowest concentration, except for a faster decay
occurring directly after switching off the pump excitation (see the first ~50 µs in Fig.
3.28(a), which is attributed to ETU between neighboring Nd ions in their 4F3/2 excited
levels [88, 89], an exponential decay was observed. A luminescence lifetime of 325
µs was derived from the exponential part of the decay curve at 1065 nm, which was
independent of the excitation intensity. It is of the same order of magnitude as the
radiative lifetime of 474 µs calculated by Judd-Ofelt analysis (Table 3.4). However,
the decay curves (2)-(4) at higher Nd3+ concentrations cannot be fitted with an
exponential curve mainly due to the effects of ETU.
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Fig. 3.28. (a) Luminescence decays of Nd3+ in Al2O3 channel waveguides; (b) ETU parameter of Nd3+
in Al2O3 derived from luminescence decay curves.

As discussed in section 2.3.1, 2.3.3 and 2.3.5, three ETU processes shown in
the diagram of energy level of Nd3+ (Fig. 2.3) originating in the metastable 4F3/2 level
of the Nd3+ system were taken into account and expressed by a single macroscopic
parameter WETU in the simulation, as these processes lead to similar results concerning
the population dynamics in the Nd3+ system. A non-exponential model based on the
Bernoulli equation was applied to determine the ETU parameter. By setting the pump
and signal terms to zero and solving Eq. (2.41) or (2.46) time-dependently, the
Bernoulli equation is derived [117]:

N (t ) =

N 0 exp( − t / τ )
.
1 + W ETU N 0τ [1 − exp( − t / τ )]

(3.8)

The intrinsic lifetime τ4 equals the luminescence lifetime obtained from the
exponential decay at very low dopant concentration; it remains constant at all dopant
concentrations. In this approach, we assumed that a sea of excitations smeared out
over the excitation volume by infinitely fast energy migration within the 4F3/2 level.
Therefore it is a macroscopic treatment, and valid only in the “kinetic limit” of the
migration accelerated regime of ETU. The ETU parameter was determined by fitting
Eq. 3.10 to the measured luminescence decay curves. The fitted curves show very
good agreement with the measured decay curves at 1064 nm (see Fig. 3.28(a)), which
is an indication that this simplified model is valid for ETU in the Al2O3:Nd3+ system.
With this method, values of the ETU parameter of 0.58, 0.68, 1.00, and 2.20×10-16
cm3s-1 were determined at Nd3+ concentrations of 0.65, 1.13, 1.68, and 2.95×1020 cm-3,
respectively (Fig. 3.28(b)).
With this metod, ETU parameters of 0.58, 0.68, 1.00, and 2.20×10-16 cm3s-1
were determined at Nd3+ concentrations of 0.65, 1.13, 1.68, and 2.95×1020 cm-3,
respectively (see Fig. 3.28(b)). The main fitting error of the ETU parameters in this
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approach could be the deviation of the starting fitting point, due to the fluctuation of
the excitation laser output. More details of ETU parameter of Nd3+ ions will be
discussed in the next chapter.
For direct excitation, the quantum efficiency, ηq, is defined as

ηq =

emitted light intensity
.
absorbed pump intensity

(3.9)

The maximum fluorescence quantum yield is 1.0 (100%), when every photon
absorbed results in a photon emitted. In the most of the case, the quantum efficiency is
lower than 1.0 due to the nonradiative quenching. High quantum efficiency is required
for efficient amplification and lasing. The quantum efficiency can be calculated from
measured luminescence lifetime τlum and calculated radiative lifetime τrad using JuddOfelt theory by the equation:

η q = τ lum / τ rad .

(3.10)

The radiative lifetime, luminescence lifetime and quantum efficiency of Nd3+ in
different host materials are given in Table 3.7. Nd3+ exhibits a shorter lifetime in 6FDA/UVR than in other inorganic hosts mainly due to the luminescent quenching in
polymers, while the lifetime of Nd3+ in Al2O3 is longer indicating less quenching in
this host. However, the accuracy of the calculated quantum efficiency by this
approach is strongly dependent on the accuracy radiative lifetime derived by the JuddOfelt theory. Typically an error of a factor of 2 is associated with this theory, which
explains the quantum efficiency of Nd3+ larger than unity in sulphide glass and
ZBLAN in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Radiative lifetime τrad, luminescence lifetime τlum, and quantum efficiency
different hosts.
Host
6-FDA/UVR
Al2O3
YAG
NGAB
KLa(WO4)2
sulphide glass
ZBLAN
phosphate glass
lead silicate glass (SNPZ)

ηq of Nd3+ in

τrad (µs)

τlum (µs)

ηq (%)

Ref.

218
474
259
293
685
109
444
430
313

141
325
237
58
210
110
494
190
290

64.7
68.6
91.0
19.7
30.7
100.9
111.3
44.2
93.0

This work
This work
[91]
[92]
[113]
[93]
[94]
[48]
[114]
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3.6 Summary
Nd3+-doped slab and channel waveguides have been fabricated in a polymer and
Al2O3. Nd3+-complex-doped polymer channel waveguides have been realized
reproducibly by a simple fabrication procedure mainly based on spin-coating and
photo-definition. Al2O3:Nd3+ films have been deposited on thermally oxide silicon
wafers by reactive co-sputtering, and channel waveguides have been patterned by RIE.
Optical losses in both materials have been studied and compared. Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR waveguides have a broadband transmission window
starting at 550 nm and extending to around 1100 nm. However, high loss were
observed in this polymer waveguides at the wavelength longer than 1100 nm due to
the absorption of polymers. Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides, only the other hand, show a
broadband transmission window from visible to telecommunication wavelength.
Absorption bands of Nd3+ have been observed at 580 nm, 745 nm, 800 nm,
and 870 nm, based on which Judd-Ofelt analysis has been applied to study the
transition properties of Nd3+ ions in the two hosts.
Photoluminescence spectra of Nd3+ have been experimentally studied and
emission around 880 nm, 1060 nm, and 1330 nm is observed, which indicates that
Nd3+ ions are active in these two hosts. The experimentally determined luminescence
lifetimes show good agreement with the radiative lifetimes calculated from Judd-Ofelt
theory.
In conclusion, the optical characterization results indicate that Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides are well suited for optical
amplification and lasing for integrated optical applications.
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Nd3+-doped Waveguide Amplifiers
Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide
amplifiers have been experimentally and theoretically investigated at three
Nd3+ transitions. In Nd3+-complex-doped, photo-defined polymer channel
waveguide amplifiers internal net gain in the range 865-930 nm was observed
and a peak gain of 2.8 dB at 873 nm was obtained in a 1.9-cm-long
waveguide with a Nd3+ concentration of 0.6×1020 cm-3 at a launched pump
power of 25 mW. Net gain per unit length at 873 nm and 1064 nm of 2.0
dB/cm and 5.7 dB/cm, respectively, has been measured. For Al2O3:Nd3+
channel waveguide amplifiers, a maximum gain of 6.3 dB/cm at 1064 nm and
1.93 dB/cm at 1330 nm was observed in a 1.4-cm-long waveguide with a Nd3+
concentration of 1.68×1020 cm-3, respectively, at a launched pump power of 45
mW. Optical gain in the range 865-930 nm was observed and a peak gain of
3.0 dB at 880 nm was obtained in 3- and 4.1-cm-long waveguides with Nd3+
concentrations of 1.13×1020 and 0.65×1020 cm-3, respectively, at a launched
pump power of 45 mW. By use of a rate-equation model, the gain in the two
types of waveguides at each wavelength was calculated and the macroscopic
ETU parameter as a function of Nd3+ concentration was derived. The high
internal net gain indicates that these two types of Nd3+-doped channel
waveguide amplifiers are suitable for providing sufficient gain in many
integrated optical devices.
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4.1 Introduction
Neodymium-doped waveguide amplifiers are of interest for integrated optical
applications at the ion's specific emission wavelengths.
The Nd3+ 1060-nm gain transition (4F3/2 → 4I11/2) possesses a four-levelenergy structure, which provides significant gain at low excitation power for optical
amplification and potential lasing. The transition 4F3/2 → 4I13/2 around 1330 nm,
corresponding to the wavelength of the second standard telecommunication window,
is interesting for amplification of optical signals in integrated devices and systems at
the telecommunication O-band (1260-1360 nm). The emission on the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2
ground-state transition around 880 nm is important for signal amplification in
integrated optical applications, e.g. data transmission in optical interconnects and
medical diagnostics. Investigations on the optical power budget for realistic polymerwaveguide based high-speed links via optical backplanes revealed that coupling and
routing dependent losses reduce the optical power to a significant extent [1].
Therefore, additional signal amplification within the board is necessary around 850
nm, which is currently considered for optical interconnects in printed circuit boards
(PCBs) [2-4] due to the maturity of VCSEL technology at this wavelength. Integration
of an amplifying material into optical backplanes can be an efficient solution to
maintain a sufficient optical power level. Polymer channel waveguides are compatible
with processes used in the PCB industry. In-vivo confocal scanning laser microscopy
(CSLM) offers real-time imaging of living tissue at high resolution and high contrast,
without physically dissecting the issue [5, 6]. The wavelength range of 800-900 nm is
of interest for detecting Raman signals back-scattered by water in human skin.
Waveguide amplification is of interest for improving the collection of Ramanreflected signals to be analyzed in integrated optical systems.
Optical gain has been reported in rare-earth-ion-doped planar optical
waveguides, e.g. in erbium-doped [38, 39] and neodymium-doped [31-33] polymer
waveguide amplifiers. A maximum signal enhancement of 8.5 dB was demonstrated
in Nd3+-doped photolime gel polymer planar waveguides [31, 32]. After a highly
complex fabrication procedure involving a multi-layer architecture, a signal
enhancement of 8 dB at 1060 nm was obtained in a NdCl3-doped polymer channel
waveguide [33]. Polymer-based Nd3+-doped channel waveguide amplifiers that
exploit the potential simplicity of polymer deposition and micro-structuring have as
yet not been demonstrated.
On the other hand, Al2O3 has been investigated as a gain material in
waveguide structures [40-42, 62-66]. Er3+-doped Al2O3 has been studied as a gain
medium and a peak gain of 2 dB/cm at 1533 nm as well as net gain over a wide
wavelength range of 80 nm has been demonstrated [40]. Al2O3 waveguides doped
with Nd3+ are also interesting for optical amplification and lasing.
Although Nd3+-doped waveguide amplifiers on the 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition
have been demonstrated in different types of host materials, there are only few reports
on amplification of Nd3+ on the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 and 4F3/2 → 4I13/2 transitions with very
low optical gain [110].
In the previous Chapter, two types of Nd3+-doped waveguides have been
fabricated and characterized. In this chapter, internal net gain in Nd3+-complex-doped
6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide amplifiers at 865-930 nm and 1064 nm and in
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Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides at 865-930 nm, 1064 nm, and 1330 nm will be
discussed.

4.2 Optical Gain Investigation
Optical gain was experimentally investigated using a pump-probe method. Small
signal gain of Nd3+-complex-doped small-core polymer channel waveguide amplifiers
at 840-950 nm and 1064 nm, and Al2O3:Nd3+ single-mode channel waveguide
amplifiers at 845-940 nm, 1064 nm, and 1330 nm was measured. The measurement
setup is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Density
filter Chopper Mirror Objective

Objective

Ge
Filter detector

Signal Source
Sample
Lock-in amplifier
Pump Source

Mirror

Fig. 4.1. Experimental setup for measuring gain in Nd3+-doped channel waveguides.

A Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 800 nm was used as the pump source. Diode
lasers at 880 nm and 1330 nm and a Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm were employed as the
signal sources. Alternatively, for measuring a gain spectrum at the transition
4
F3/2 → 4I9/2, the Ti:Sapphire laser tuned around 845-945 nm was used as the signal
source, while an external cavity diode laser operating at 800 nm was applied as the
pump source. After attenuation only a low signal power of typically 1–10 µW was
launched into the waveguide, which was in the range of a small signal corresponding
to the waveguide geometry.
A mechanical chopper was inserted into the signal beam path and connected
to a lock-in amplifier. Pump light and modulated signal light were combined by a
dichroic mirror, and coupled into and out of the waveguide via microscope objectives.
The unabsorbed pump light coupled out of the waveguide was blocked by a high-pass
filter (RG830 or RG850), while the transmitted signal light was measured by a
germanium photodiode and amplified with the lock-in technique. The optical gain was
determined by measuring the ratio of the transmitted signal intensities Ip and Iu in the
pumped and unpumped case, respectively. By subtracting the waveguide background
propagation and absorption losses α(λ) (dB/cm) at the signal wavelength, the internal
net gain was obtained by calculating the small-signal-gain coefficient in dB/cm from
the equation

γ meas ( λ ) = 10 ⋅ log 10 ( I p ( λ ) I u ( λ ) ) l − α ( λ ) ,
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where l is the length of the waveguide channel. This approach eliminates coupling
losses which occur in the measurement from the evaluation and provides the gain
experienced by the launched signal power along the waveguide. In this way, we
considered solely internal net gain in the waveguide amplifiers.
The pump or signal light launched into the waveguide can be estimated by
measuring the power of the transmitted light from the output of the channel when
tuning the laser source to a wavelength of no Nd3+ absorption. By subtracting the
propagation loss at this wavelength, the launched power can be determined. During
the gain investigation in Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR waveguides, a maximum
launched pump power of 25 mW was used, while in the late study on gain
investigation of Al2O3:Nd3+ and laser experimental (Chapter 5) higher pump powers
were launched into the waveguides due to the improvement of the laser output.
With the aid of the rate-equation models for the three different peak
wavelengths, 880 nm, 1060 nm, and 1330 nm, derived in Section 2.3.5, the optical
gain in two types of waveguides at each wavelength has been simulated and compared
with the measured results. Table 4.1 lists all the experimentally determined
spectroscopic parameters of Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+
channel waveguides used for the measurements and simulations.
The optical mode profiles and confinement of optical power within the
channel waveguides were determined by the finite difference (FD) method with the
aid of the FieldDesigner software package (PhoeniX [118]). The FD method is based
on discretization of the two-dimension (2D) field equation, and the mode calculation
lies in the waveguide cross section plane [119]. It is valid for the calculation of guided
modes as well as leaky modes in straight waveguides. The percentage of pump and
signal power outside the active region, which does not contribute to the population
dynamics, was not taken into account in the simulation. The experimentally
determined spectroscopic parameters (Table 4.1) were used in the simulation. The
population and propagation equations were solved using 128 longitudinal and 32-80
radial elements. The unknown ETU parameter WETU was used as the only fitting
parameter in the simulation as discussed in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.5.
Table 4.1. Parameters used for simulation of Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/epoxy and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide
amplifiers.
Parameter
Nd3+-doped polymer Al2O3:Nd3+
pump wavelength λp
800 nm
800 nm
signal wavelength λs
873 / 1064 nm
880 / 1064 /1330 nm
refractive index at 800 nm
ncore
ncladding
nlower-cladding

n6-FDA/UVR = 1.522
nCHEP = 1.508
nSiO2 = 1.456

nAl2O3 = 1.660
nair = 1.0
nSiO2 = 1.456

refractive index at 873/880 nm
ncore
ncladding
nlower-cladding

873 nm
n6-FDA/UVR = 1.521
nCHEP = 1.507
n SiO2 = 1.455

880 nm
nAl2O3 = 1.659
nair = 1.0
nSiO2 = 1.455

refractive index at 1064 nm
ncore
ncladding

n6-FDA/UVR = 1.518
nCHEP = 1.505

nAl2O3 = 1.658
nair = 1.0
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nlower-cladding

nSiO2 = 1.452

nSiO2 = 1.452

refractive index at 1330 nm
ncore
ncladding
nlower-cladding

-

nAl2O3 = 1.649
nair = 1.0
nSiO2 = 1.448

Confinement factor of slab waveguide
800 nm
880 nm

0.942
0.928

0.914
0.894

waveguide cross section
width
thickness

5×5 µm2
5 µm
5 µm

0.6×2.0 µm2
0.6 µm
2.0 µm

calculated mode profiles at 800 nm
horizontal Gaussian beam waist wx
vertical Gaussian beam waist wy
Gaussian beam waist for simulation w
confinement factor Γ

2.35 µm
2.50 µm
2.42 µm
0.89

1.48 µm
0.35 µm
0.72 µm
0.94

calculated mode profiles at 873/880 nm
horizontal Gaussian beam waist wx
vertical Gaussian beam waist wy
Gaussian beam waist for simulation w
confinement factor Γ

873 nm
2.45 µm
2.56 µm
2.50 µm
0.88

880 nm
1.55 µm
0.37 µm
0.76 µm
0.93

calculated mode profiles at 1064 nm
horizontal Gaussian beam waist wx
vertical Gaussian beam waist wy
Gaussian beam waist for simulation
confinement factor Γ

2.70 µm
2.71 µm
2.70 µm
0.83

1.76µm
0.42 µm
0.86 µm
0.91

calculated mode profiles at 1330 nm
horizontal Gaussian beam waist wx
vertical Gaussian beam waist wy
Gaussian beam waist for simulation w
confinement factor Γ
pump power Pp
signal power Ps
pump intensity Ip
signal intensity Is at 873/880 nm
signal intensity Is at 1064 nm
signal intensity Is at 1330 nm
Nd3+ concentration
pump absorption cross section σpabs
signal absorption cross section σsabs at 873/880 nm
signal emission cross section σsem at 873/880 nm
signal absorption cross section σsabs at 1064 nm
signal emission cross section σsem at 1064 nm
signal absorption cross section σsabs at 1330 nm
signal emission cross section σsem at 1330 nm
lifetime τ4
upconversion parameter (WETU)

0 – 30 mW
1 µW
0 – 1.07×109 W/m2
3.52×104 W/m2
3.22×104 W/m2
0.3 to 2.03×1020 cm-3
3.50×10-20 cm2
1.01×10-20 cm2
1.83×10-20 cm2
0
3.78×10-20 cm2
141 µs
free parameter

2.17 µm
0.52 µm
1.06 µm
0.89
0 to 50 mW
1 µW
0 to 4.08×1010 W/m2
8.10×105 W/m2
7.79×105 W/m2
7.71×105 W/m2
0.65 to 2.95×1020 cm-3
0.79×10-20 cm2
0.35×10-20 cm2
0.82×10-20 cm2
0
2.01×10-20 cm2
0
0.70×10-20 cm2
325 µs
free parameter
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For the four-level transitions as well as for the three-level transition in the
case of strong inversion, gain peaks are expected at the wavelength of each transition
of Nd3+ ions, which corresponds to the peak of the luminescence spectrum. Therefore,
the internal net gain was investigated around the three peak wavelengths. At the
ground-state transition, the gain spectrum at the whole emission band was studied.
Internal net gain with various Nd3+ concentrations at different waveguide lengths was
investigated to simultaneously maximize pump-light absorption and minimize reabsorption at the signal wavelength.

4.3 Optical Gain at 1064 nm
High gain is expected in Nd3+-doped waveguides around 1064 nm due to the fourlevel nature and large emission cross section of the 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition. The
luminescence spectra of Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides have been investigated and reported in Chapter 3. A Nd:YAG laser
operating at 1064 nm was used as signal source. At this wavelength optical gain of
channel waveguides was measured and simulated for various geometries.
The internal net gain versus propagation length was measured in both
polymer and aluminium oxide channel waveguides with varying Nd3+ concentrations.
The results are plotted in Fig. 4.2. A maximum of 8 dB gain was observed in a 4.40cm-long Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide with a Nd3+
concentration of 1.03×1020 cm-3 and launched pump power of 25 mW (Fig. 4.2(a)),
while the maximum gain measured in a 4.25-cm-long Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide
with a Nd3+ concentration of 1.13×1020 cm-3 was 15 dB (Fig. 4.2(b)) for a launched
pump power of 45 mW. The simulated gain is also given in Fig. 4.2 and agrees with
the measured results in both types of waveguides. More pump intensity can be
launched into Al2O3 waveguides than into polymer waveguides because of the higher
thermal stability of Al2O3.
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Fig. 4.2. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain at 1064 nm versus propagation length
of (a) Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides for a launched pump
power of 25 mW and 45 mW, respectively.

Figure 4.3 gives the gain per unit length measured for different Nd3+
concentrations in a short channel length (1.00-1.30 cm and 1.30-1.65 cm for Nd3+doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+, respectively) at 1064 nm. The gain per unit
length as a function of Nd3+ concentration was also calculated by fitting the ETU
parameter and is given in the same figure. At such short lengths the pump power was
not completely absorbed, i.e., it became possible to optimize the Nd3+ concentration in
each type of waveguide. A maximum gain per unit length of 5.7 dB/cm and
6.3 dB/cm at 1064 nm with concentration of 1.03×1020 cm-3 and 1.68×1020 cm-3 was
observed in Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides,
respectively. The maximum gain per unit length in the two types of waveguides is
comparable when pumped sufficiently. The gain saturation at higher concentrations is
mainly due to the ETU processes from 4F3/2 [88, 89].
Figures 4.4 (a) and (b) show the gain in dB/cm versus launched pump power
for various channel lengths in the two types of samples with optimal Nd3+
concentration. The measured and simulated gain show a good agreement as a function
of launched pump power at all the propagation lengths for the two samples.
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Fig. 4.3. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain per unit length at 1064 nm for (a)
Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides versus Nd3+ concentration
for a launched pump power of 25 mW and 45 mW, respectively.
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Fig. 4.4. Measured (dots) and calculated (line) internal net gain per unit length at 1064 nm versus
launched pump power for samples of (a) Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+
channel waveguides.

As not all the Nd3+ ions were excited in long samples due to the limitation
of launched pump power and concentration-dependent Nd3+ absorption, the gain per
unit length, after reaching a maximum, reduced with further increasing propagation
length. In the heavily Nd3+-doped samples, the total launched pump power was
absorbed completely in the first 2-cm propagation length for all the samples. In this
case, there was no contribution to gain but only extra propagation and absorption
losses in the remainder of channel length. Since re-absorption of signal light at 1064
nm is negligible, higher total gain in dB can be achieved at this transition in longer
samples with sufficient launched pump power. Therefore, the Nd3+ concentrations of
1.03×1020 cm-3 and 1.68×1020 cm-3 are the optimal Nd3+ concentrations for the
maximum gain per unit length at 1064 nm in our polymer and Al2O3 channel
waveguides at these geometries, respectively.
In conclusion, both waveguide materials have been measured to provide
high gain at 1064 nm. The maximum gain measured in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguides is higher than that in Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR mainly because
of the smaller waveguide geometry and thus higher available pump intensity.
However, the polymer waveguides have higher emission cross section and lower
propagation loss at 1064 nm, which explains the similar maximum gain in dB/cm in
the short samples given in Fig. 4.3. The gain at 1064 nm measured in this work is
comparable to that having been reported in polymer and glass-based Nd3+-doped
waveguides [31-33, 48].

4.4 Optical Gain at 1330 nm
High waveguide losses have been observed in Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR
channel waveguides around 1330 nm due to optical absorption of the residual C-H
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bonding in polymer hosts. Thus, these Nd-doped polymer channel waveguides are not
suitable materials for optical amplification in the telecom O band (1260-1360 nm).
On the other hand, the propagation loss of Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides
at 1330 nm is relatively low, typically ~ 0.35 dB/cm. Although the emission peak of
the Nd3+ transition 4F3/2 → 4I13/2 in Al2O3:Nd3+ is at 1340 nm, the gain was measured
at 1330 nm. This is because of the availability of a signal source at 1330 nm, at which
the emission cross section has a value equaling 75% of its peak value at 1340 nm.
The internal net gain versus propagation length was measured and simulated
by the rate-equation model for Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides with various Nd3+
concentrations, the results of which are plotted in Fig. 4.5. A maximum of 5.1 dB
internal net gain was observed in a 4.25-cm-long channel waveguide with a Nd3+
concentration of 1.13×1020 cm-3.
Figure 4.6 shows the measured and simulated gain per unit length for seven
different Nd3+ concentrations for short waveguide length (1.30-1.65 cm). The
maximum gain per unit length at 1330 nm was measured at a concentration of
1.68×1020 cm-3. Since there is no re-absorption at the 4F3/2 → 4I13/2 transition, higher
gain is expected at the luminescence peak of 1340 nm, and higher total gain in dB can
be achieved in longer samples with sufficient launched pump power.
The gain in dB/cm versus launched pump power in the sample of optimal
concentration was investigated with various channel lengths and is given in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.5. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain at 1330 nm versus propagation length
for a launched pump power of 45 mW in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides.
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Fig. 4.6. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain per unit length at 1330 nm versus
Nd3+ concentration for a launched pump power of 45 mW in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides.
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Fig. 4.7. Measured (dots) and calculated (line) internal net gain per unit length at 1330 nm versus
launched pump power in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides for the samples with maximum gain per unit
length.

The results indicate that Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides are well-suited for
amplification in telecommunication around 1330 nm. Since a high-speed Al2O3:Er3+
waveguide amplifier at a transmission rate of 170 Gbit/s has been demonstrated at
1550 nm [120], high-speed amplification around 1330 nm in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguides is also possible.
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4.5 Optical Gain at 845-945 nm
Optical gain was investigated at 873 nm and 880 nm in Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/UVR and
Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides, respectively, corresponding to the luminescence
peak of the 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition in each material.
The measured and simulated internal net gain versus propagation length in
the two types of channel waveguides with various Nd3+ concentrations is given in
Fig. 4.8. For Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR samples, a maximum gain of 2.7 dB
and 2.8 dB was demonstrated at 873 nm with Nd3+ concentrations of 0.3 and
0.6×1020 cm-3, respectively, for a launched pump power of 25 mW (Fig. 4.8(a)). From
the results in Fig. 4.8(b), a peak gain of 3 dB at 880 nm was obtained in 3.0- and 4.1cm-long Al2O3 waveguides with Nd3+ concentrations of 1.13 and 0.65×1020 cm-3,
respectively, at a launched pump power of 45 mW.
Figure 4.9 shows the gain per unit length measured for different Nd3+
concentrations in a short channel length (1.00-1.30 cm and 1.30-1.65 cm for Nd3+doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+, respectively). A maximum gain per unit length of
2.0 dB/cm was measured at 873 nm in a 1.0-cm-long Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/UVR with
Nd3+ concentration of 1.03×1020 cm-3, while a maximum of 1.57 dB/cm gain was
measured at 880 nm in an Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide with concentration of
1.40×1020 cm-3.
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Fig. 4.8. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain versus propagation length of (a) Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguides at 873 nm and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides at
880 nm for a launched pump power of 25 mW and 45 mW, respectively.
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Fig. 4.9. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain per unit length in (a) Nd3+-complexdoped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguides at 873 nm and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides at 880 nm
versus Nd3+ concentration for a launched pump power of 25 mW and 45 mW, respectively.
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The gain in dB/cm as a function of launched pump power in the two samples
with optimal Nd3+ concentration in each type of waveguide is given in Figs. 4.10 (a)
and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 4.10. Measured (dots) and calculated (line) internal net gain per unit length versus launched pump
power for the samples of (a) Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR at 873 nm and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguides at 880 nm, respectively, having maximum gain per unit length in Fig. 4.9.

As discussed in the previous two sections, there is no signal re-absorption
around 1060 nm and 1330 nm, therefore higher total gain can be achieved at these two
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transitions in longer samples with sufficient launched pump power. However, for gain
at the Nd3+ ground-state transition, although a maximum gain of 2 dB/cm and
1.57 dB/cm can be reached at the luminescence peak in short samples of Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide, respectively, the
total optical gain drops significantly when increasing the channel length owing to
strong re-absorption of signal light by Nd3+ ions in their ground state and reduced
propagating pump power. The re-absorption of Nd3+ must be taken into account when
studying and optimizing the gain at the Nd3+ ground-state transition. Therefore, in
order to optimize the optical gain of Nd3+-doped waveguides at the ground-state
transition, it is necessary to study the absorption and emission spectrum at this
wavelength.
The optical gain spectrum at 845-945 nm in the two types of waveguides
with various Nd3+ concentrations was investigated. Figure 4.11 (a) displays the
internal net gain per unit length measured with channel lengths around 1.0-1.3 cm in
Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguides at a launched pump power of
25 mW, and the obtained gain bandwidth extends from 865 nm to 930 nm. Figure
4.11 (b) shows the measured internal net gain spectra in dB/cm in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguides with channel lengths around 0.85-1.00 cm at a launched pump power of
45 mW, and the broadest gain bandwidth observed was 865-930 nm.
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Fig. 4.11. Internal net gain spectrum at 845-945 nm versus Nd3+ concentration in (a) Nd3+-complexdoped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguides for a launched pump power of 25 mW and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+
channel waveguides for a launched pump power of 45 mW.

As explained in Chapter 2, the gain cross section σgain(λ) can be calculated
from the absorption and emission cross section (see Eq. 2.17). By introducing the
fraction of excited Nd3+ ions, β, Eq. 2.16 can be written as follows:

σ gain (λ) = β ⋅ σ em (λ ) − (1 − β ) ⋅ σ abs (λ) ,

(4.2)

The absorption and emission cross section, σabs(λ) and σem(λ), of Nd3+ in two
waveguides can be derived from the measured spectra as described in Chapter 3.
Figures 4.12(a) and 4.13(a) show the absorption and emission cross sections at 840950 nm of Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/epoxy and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides,
respectively. The peak absorption and emission cross sections of Nd3+-complex-doped
6-FDA/UVR at 873 nm are 1.01 and 1.83 ×10-20 cm2, respectively, while the peak
absorption and emission cross sections in Al2O3:Nd3+ at 880 nm are 0.35 and 0.82
×10-20 cm2, respectively. The calculated gain cross sections of two types of
waveguides with various fractions of excited Nd3+ ions β are given in Fig 4.12(b) and
Fig. 4.13(b), respectively.
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Fig. 4.12. (a) Emission (solid line), absorption (dash line) cross section and (b) calculated gain cross
section at 840-950 nm of the 4F3/2 ↔ 4I9/2 ground-state transition in Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR.
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Fig. 4.13. (a) Emission (solid line), absorption (dash line) cross section and (b) calculated gain cross
section at 840-950 nm of the 4F3/2 ↔ 4I9/2 ground-state transition in Al2O3: Nd3+.

In order to compare the calculated and measured internal net gain spectra,
the gain cross section in cm2 was converted to the calculated internal gain coefficient
in dB/cm using the equation

γ calc(λ) = σ s gain ⋅10⋅ log(e) ⋅ N0 .

(4.3)

Figures 4.14(a) and (b) show the internal net gain spectrum calculated for
different excitation fractions β and measured in waveguides with different channel
lengths, for a Nd3+ concentration of 1.03×1020 cm-3 and a launched pump power of 25
mW in Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/UVR waveguides, and a Nd3+ concentration of 1.13×1020
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cm-3 and a launched pump power of 45 mW in Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides, respectively.
The measured and calculated internal net gain spectra show good agreement at
excitation fractions β of 0.55, 0.45, and 0.20 for sample lengths of 1.0, 1.8, and 4.4
cm, respectively, in 6-FDA/UVR waveguides, and at excitation fractions β of 0.72,
0.69, 0.62, and 0.54 for sample lengths of 0.95, 1.30, 3.00, and 4.25 cm, respectively,
in Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides.
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Fig. 4.14. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) internal net gain at 845-945 nm for a Nd3+
concentration of (a) 1.03×1020 cm-3 in 6-FDA/UVR for a launched pump power of 25 mW and (b)
1.13×1020 cm-3 in Al2O3 for a launched pump power of 45 mW.
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Table 4.2 provides the measured gain and fitted excitation fraction of
waveguides with different lengths and Nd3+ concentrations in the two types of
waveguides. Al2O3 waveguides have higher excitation fraction than 6-FDA/UVR
waveguides with similar Nd3+ concentrations, due to the smaller geometries and
higher pump intensities.
Table 4.2. Measured gain and fitted excitation of (a) Nd-doped 6-FDA/UVR and (b) Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides at ground-state transition for a launched pump power of 25 mW and 45 mW, respectively.
(a)
3+
Channel length l
Nd concentration N0
Excitation fraction β
Gain coeff. γ
(cm)
(1020 cm-3)
(dB/cm)
[%]
1.30
1.125
67
0.30
1.85
1.077
66
4.15
0.653
53
0.60

1.20
1.90
4.00

1.715
1.476
0.007

60
57
42

1.03

1.00
1.75
4.40

1.986
0.686
-2.500

55
45
20

2.03

1.10
1.90
4.20

-2.678
-5.105
-6.929

25
15
7

Excitation fraction β
[%]
82.5
81
77
75

(b)
Nd concentration N0
(1020 cm-3)

Channel length l
(cm)

0.65

0.85
1.65
3.00
4.10

Gain coeff. γ
(dB/cm)
0.94
0.91
0.75
0.73

0.90

1.00
1.40
3.00
4.10

1.23
1.16
0.93
0.61

76
74.5
69
61.5

1.13

0.95
1.30
3.00
4.25

1.53
1.38
1.00
0.60

72
69
62
54

1.40

1.00
1.50
3.05
4.00

1.57
1.40
0.82
0.18

66
63
54
44.5

1.00

1.39

57.5

1.40

1.11

54

3.00

0.17

42

4.10

-0.49

34

3+

1.68
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2.50

1.05
1.40
3.10
4.00

0.53
0.26
-1.52
-2.30

41
38.5
24
18

2.95

1.00
1.45
3.00
3.95

-0.36
-0.97
-2.72
-3.22

35.5
28
6
1

The excitation fraction can be calculated by the rate-equation model as well
(lines in Fig. 4.15). The values of the excitation fraction calculated by the rateequation model shows good agreement with those derived from gain spectra (dots in
Fig. 4.15) in both types of waveguides.
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Fig. 4.15. Population excitation fraction derive from gain spectra (dots) and rate-equation model (lines)
as a function of propagation length with various Nd3+ concentrations at wavelength range of 865-930
nm in (a) Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR waveguides by a launched pump power of 25 mW, and (b)
Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides by a launched pump power of 45 mW.

4.6 Energy-transfer Upconversion Parameters
The internal net gain is reduced in heavily doped channel waveguides due to ETU
processes among neighboring Nd3+ ions. To study the effect of ETU, three ETU
processes originating in the metastable 4F3/2 level of the Nd3+ system were taken into
account and expressed by a single macroscopic parameter WETU in the simulation, as
these processes lead to similar results concerning the population dynamics in the Nd3+
system.
From the simulation of Nd3+-complex-doped polymer and aluminum oxide
channel waveguide amplifiers, the ETU parameter were determined for different Nd3+
concentrations at the three signal wavelengths independently. The experimental and
simulated gains are in good agreement when fitting the ETU parameter in our
waveguides, as discussed in previous sections. Figures 4.16(a) and (b) give the ETU
parameters versus Nd3+ concentrations in the two types of waveguides. The ETU
parameter of Nd3+ ions obtained in the two types of waveguides from the gain spectra
shows a linear dependence on the ion concentration, and a linear fit was applied to the
results at each wavelength.
For the ETU parameter determined by fitting the measured gain at 873 and
1064 nm in Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR (Fig. 4.16(a)), the linear fits at 873 and
1064 nm almost coincide, i.e., the ETU parameters obtained from the rate equations at
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the two wavelengths agree well. From the simulation of Nd3+-doped amplifiers at 873
nm, ETU parameters of 0.065, 0.118, 0.163, and 0.407×10-16 cm3s-1 were determined,
while the ETU parameters determined at 1064 nm were 0.070, 0.135, 0.205, and
0.383×10-16 cm3s-1, for Nd3+ concentrations of 0.30, 0.60, 1.03, and 2.03×1020 cm-3,
respectively. Most of the values obtained at the two wavelengths at each Nd3+
concentration show less than 10% deviation, and a maximum deviation of 33% was
observed for the Nd3+ concentration of 0.30×1020 cm-3. The deviation is caused by
experimental errors in the spectroscopic measurements and gain investigations.
The ETU parameters of Nd3+ obtained at the three wavelengths in Al2O3 at
each Nd concentration are given in Fig. 4.16 (b). For each concentration, the values
fitted to the gain measured at the three different wavelengths show less than 10%
deviation from each other; only for the Nd3+ concentration of 0.65×1020 cm-3 a
deviation of 14% was observed. In Section 3.5.2, the ETU parameters of Al2O3:Nd3+
have been studied by measuring luminescence decay curves and use of a nonexponential model. The ETU parameters determined from this method were 0.58, 0.68,
1.00, and 2.20×10-16 cm3s-1 at Nd3+ concentrations of 0.65, 1.13, 1.68, and 2.95×1020
cm-3, respectively, which are given as the open dots in Fig. 4.16(b). The main fitting
error of ETU parameters in this approach could be the deviation of the starting fitting
point, due to the fluctuation of the excitation laser output. The deviation of the ETU
parameters determined from two independent approaches is around 6.5-23% for
different Nd3+ concentrations, which is still at a reasonable range considering the
experimental and fitting errors introduced in both approaches. The agreement of the
ETU parameters from the two independent approaches shows that the obtained ETU
parameters are reliable.
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Fig. 4.16. ETU parameter as a function of Nd3+ concentration (a) fitted by the rate-equation model at
873 and 1064 nm in Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR waveguides, and (b) fitted by the rate-equation
model at 880 nm, 1064 nm, and 1330 nm, and derived from luminescence lifetime measurements at
1064 nm in Al2O3:Nd3+ (see Fig. 3.28).

Assuming that the ETU parameter of Nd3+ increases linearly with ion
concentration, we averaged the values obtained in each type of waveguide for each
concentration. The ETU parameters obtained in this way from our study were
compared to the values in different host materials from the literature. Figure 4.17
shows the averaged ETU parameters versus Nd3+ concentration in open dots, and a
linear fitting line of these points for 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3 waveguides. The ETU
parameters of Nd3+ in various materials [88, 89, 125-129] are also given in the same
figure and Table 4.3 for comparison.
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Fig. 4.17. ETU parameters of Nd3+ in different host materials.
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Table. 4.3. ETU parameters of Nd3+ in different host materials.
Materials
Upconversion parameter Nd3+ concentrations
(1020 cm-3)
(×10-16 cm3s-1)
Nd(TTA)3phen-doped
0.07
0.30
6-FDA/UVR
0.13
0.60
0.19
1.03
0.40
2.03

This work

Al2O3:Nd3+

0.52
0.67
0.74
1.06
1.20
1.88
2.32

0.65
0.90
1.13
1.40
1.68
2.50
2.95

This work

Nd:GdVO4

12
14
0.5
1.7
0.49
0.56
0.60
0.81

1.89
3.36
1.38
1.383
3.1
4.7
5.3
4.0

[121]

0.26
0.35
0.46
1.15

1.9
3.8
2.5
3.6

[122]
[123]

0.45

3.0

[123]

2.6
2.4
6.6
15.7
0.3
0.42
0.77
1.2

0.34
0.67
1.352
2.695
0.9×1020 cm-3
1.9×1020 cm-3
3.5×1020 cm-3
5.2×1020 cm-3

[124]

Nd:YAG
Nd:YLF
Nd:APG
(phosphate glass)
Nd:LG-770
(phosphate glass)
Nd:LG-660
(silicate glass)
Nd:ZBLAN
Nd:LHG-8
(phosphate glass)
Nd:LSG-91H
(silicate glass)
Nd:lead fluoroborate glasses
(PbO-PbF2-B2O3)

Nd:glass
(ZrF4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF3-NaF-XNdF)

Ref.

[88, 89]
[88]
[122]

[122]
[122]

[125]

The obtained ETU parameters in 6-FDA/UVR are slightly smaller than
values of ETU parameters in many other Nd3+-doped host materials, which might be
due to the isolation of each Nd3+ ion by its organic ligands increasing the minimum
distance and reduces the interaction between neighboring Nd3+ ions. Al2O3:Nd3+, on
the other hand, exhibits a higher ETU parameter than the majority of glass, polymer,
and crystalline materials, which might be an indication of a close distance between
two Nd3+ ions in Al2O3.
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4.7 Summary
Small signal gain measurements have been applied to investigate the internal net gain
of Nd3+-complex doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide amplifiers.
In Nd3+-complex-doped, photo-defined polymer channel waveguide
amplifiers internal net optical gain has been demonstrated in the wavelength range
865-930 nm, with up to 2.8 dB gain obtained at 873 nm by optimization of the Nd3+
concentration and channel waveguide length. Gain per unit length at 873 nm and 1064
nm of 2.0 dB/cm and 5.7 dB/cm, respectively, has been measured.
In Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide, a maximum gain of 14.4 dB and 5.1 dB
has been observed at 1064 and 1330 nm, respectively. Optical gain has been
demonstrated in the wavelength range 865-930 nm, with up to 3.0 dB gain obtained at
880 nm by optimization of the Nd3+ concentration and channel waveguide length.
Gain per unit length at 880 nm, 1064 nm, and 1330 nm of 1.57 dB/cm, 6.30 dB/cm,
and 1.93 dB/cm, respectively, has been measured.
The calculated and measured gain spectra on the ground-state transition
show good agreement with measured data in both polymer and aluminium oxide
waveguides. With the gain simulated by a rate-equation model as well as fitting of
measured luminescence decay curves, the ETU parameter of Nd3+ in the two hosts has
been studied.
Such high-gain waveguide amplifiers may be well suited for providing
optical gain in integrated optical applications, e.g. loss-less data transmission in
optical interconnects and telecommunication, signal enhancement in integrated
Raman spectroscopy, as well as potential lasing. The wavelength range of optical gain
in such amplifiers can be extended by doping with other rare-earth ions.
The applications of these waveguide amplifiers will be discussed in the next
two chapters.
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Nd3+-doped Polymer Waveguide Lasers
The laser performance of Nd3+-complex-doped polymer channel waveguides
was investigated using a continuous-wave excitation at 800 nm. CW laser
operation was achieved near 1060.2 nm and 878 nm in Nd3+-complex-doped
polymer channel waveguides with output powers of up to 0.98 mW and 0.20
mW, respectively. The stability of the laser output was examined with CW
excitation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a rare-earthion-doped polymer waveguide laser as well as a CW solid-state polymer laser.
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5.1 Introduction
Lasers have been reported in many optically pumped solid-state waveguides based on
dye-doped polymers [55] and highly luminescent semiconducting polymers [56].
However, no CW lasing has been achieved in polymers due to the nature of the
semiconductor and dye polymer lasers (described in Section 1.3.2). Although laser
emission from rare-earth-ion-doped polymer systems was demonstrated in bulk
polymer materials [58, 59] and a range of solid-state waveguide lasers based on a
variety of Nd3+-doped dielectric materials have been reported [29, 126-129], a rareearth-ion-doped continuous polymer waveguide laser has as yet not been
demonstrated.
The waveguide laser has a great application potential, e.g. for use as a
miniaturized integrated light source for lab-on-chip applications involving infrared
and quantum-dot labeling in life sciences and medical diagnostics, or as a tool for
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. Nd3+ is arguably the most important active
rare-earth ion for the demonstration of laser operation, especially the laser operation
of its four-level transition 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 at approximately 1060 nm, due to the large
emission cross-section resulting in a very low laser threshold.
In the previous Chapter, Nd3+-complex-doped polymer waveguide amplifiers
with high gains at transitions 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 and 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 have been demonstrated.
In this chapter, CW laser operation of Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel
waveguides near 880 nm and 1060 nm will be reported. To the best of our knowledge,
this work represents simultaneously the first demonstration of a rare-earth-ion-doped
polymer waveguide laser and a CW solid-state polymer laser.
This work was performed in collaboration with Dr. Christos Grivas from the
University of Southampton, UK, who joined our research group for a sabbatical visit
in 2009.

5.2 Laser Experiment
Laser performance was investigated in Nd3+-complex-doped polymer channel
waveguide for the optimal Nd3+ concentration of 1.03×1020 cm-3 determined from gain
measurement in previous Chapter.
Laser tests of the Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguides around 880
and 1060 nm were performed at room temperature by longitudinally pumping at 800
nm with a CW Ti:Sapphire laser (see Fig. 5.1). The laser cavity was formed by
attaching lightweight thin dielectric mirrors to the polished end-faces of the
waveguide using the surface tension of a small amount of fluorinated liquid
(Fluorinert, FC-70) for adhesion. The mirrors used for incoupling were high-reflective
(R = 99.8%) at the lasing wavelength and had a transmission of 94% at the pump
wavelength. A mirror with high reflectivity and a set of mirrors with different
reflectivities at the laser wavelengths of 880nm and 1060 nm, respectively, were used
as output couplers. The microscope objectives used for in- and outcoupling had a
magnification of ×4 and ×10, respectively. The pump laser beam was expanded using
a telescope consisting of two spherical lenses with focal lengths of f = -40 and 200
mm, respectively, in order to fill the aperture of the incoupling objective. The
outcoupled waveguide mode, after passing through a RG1000 or RG850 filter (for
1060-nm or 878-nm lasing, respectively) to block the residual transmitted pump light,
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was directed onto a power meter or a spectrometer as required. The coupling
efficiency was optimized by adjusting the position of the waveguide and tuning the
pump laser to find the lowest threshold power at the onset of lasing or by imaging the
laser mode on a CCD camera.

Pump

-40× 120×

Mirror (HR)

Lenses

Objective Sample

Ti:Sapphire
800 nm

Mirror

Objective

Filter Ge detector

Fig. 5.1. Laser experiment using butt-coupled mirrors.

5.3 Laser Results
Laser oscillation was obtained for all the channels investigated at a wavelength near
1060 nm, which corresponds to the most intense peak of the waveguide luminescence
spectrum. For a 16-mm-long cavity formed by two high reflective mirrors a laser
threshold of 84 mW absorbed pump power was obtained. Figure 5.2(a) shows damped
relaxation oscillations obtained via modulation of the pump laser at an absorbed pump
power of 100 mW.
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Fig. 5.2. Characterization of laser emission from a Nd3+-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide at an
absorbed pump power of 100 mW corresponding to a pump rate r = 1.2: (a) relaxation oscillations and
(b) typical laser emission spectrum.

Figure 5.2(b) shows a laser spectrum obtained for an absorbed pump power
just above the laser threshold. The separation of the peaks observed in the spectrum,
which correspond to the longitudinal cavity modes, can be calculated for the cavity
length l = 16 mm using the equation:

∆λ =

λ2
2⋅l ⋅n

.

(5.1)

The calculated peak separation is 0.023 nm, which fits well with the value of 0.025
nm observed from the measured laser spectrum.
By replacing the high reflectivity outcoupling mirror with one having a
transmission of 2% at the lasing wavelength the threshold value increased to 101 mW.
Figure 5.3 shows the laser output power as a function of absorbed pump power. The
maximum output power was 440 µW at 1060 nm for 148 mW of absorbed pump
power and a slope efficiency η of 0.95% with respect to absorbed pump power was
derived.
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slope efficiency: η = 0.95%
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Fig. 5.3. Laser output power in a 16-mm-long Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide as
a function of absorbed pump power for the four-level transition at 1060.2 nm.

The laser performance at 1060 nm was further studied in a shorter channel
waveguide sample of length of 7.5 mm, using successively a set of four outcoupling
mirrors with transmission values of 1.8%, 3%, 4%, and 5% at the laser wavelength.
Figure 5.4 shows the laser spectrum at high pump power. The output versus input
power characteristics obtained for each of them is shown in Fig. 5.5. The highest
slope efficiency η of 2.15% and the maximum output power of 0.98 mW for 129 mW
of absorbed power were obtained using a 5% outcoupling mirror. Lasing could not be
achieved using the outcoupling mirror with the next highest transmission available (T
= 10%), as the pump intensities required were destructive for the channels.
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Fig. 5.4. Typical laser emission spectrum at 1060.2 nm in a 7.5-mm-long Nd3+-complex-doped
6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide at high pump power.
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Fig.5.5. Laser output power in a 7.5-mm-long Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide as
a function of absorbed pump power for the four-level transition at 1060.2 nm using a set of outcoupling
mirrors.

A result that exceeded our expectations was the laser operation on the quasithree-level transition near 878 nm. Re-absorption losses combined with the relatively
low stimulated-emission cross section at this wavelength (σe ∼ 1.2×10-20 cm2 as
compared to σe ~ 4.4×10-20 cm2 for the dominant four-level transition), require high
pump powers, which however counter-poses the need to maintain the pump power at
a low level to avoid detrimental effects on laser performance induced by thermal
degradation of the material. Using two HR mirrors as input and output couplers lasing
was observed at an absorbed pump power threshold of 67 mW (Fig. 5.6). Figure 5.7
shows the laser output as a function of absorbed pump power for 2.2% outcoupling,
which yields a slope efficiency of 0.35% and a laser threshold of 74.5 mW.
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Fig. 5.6. Typical laser emission spectrum at 878 nm in a 7.5-mm-long Nd3+-complex-doped 6FDA/UVR channel waveguide at high pump power.
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Fig.5.7. Laser output power in a 7.5-mm-long Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR channel waveguide as
a function of absorbed pump power for the three-level transition at 878 nm.

An upper limit for the propagation loss in the waveguide at 1060 nm was
obtained using the Findlay-Clay method [130]. The latter is applicable to four-level
laser systems showing negligible depopulation of the ground state, for which the
absorbed power threshold Pth is dependent on the outcoupling level and is given by

Pth = K ⋅ [(2 ⋅ a ⋅ l − ln( R1 R2 )] ,

(5.2)
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where a is the propagation loss coefficient in cm-1, R1 and R2 are the intensity
reflectivities of the in- and out-coupling mirrors, respectively, and K is a constant
dependent on the mode sizes of the laser and pump beams and material properties of
the gain medium [131]. By inserting in Eq. 5.2 the values for Pth obtained for each of
the out-coupling mirrors used and then plotting Pth / 2·l as a function of -ln(R1·R2) / 2·l,
a straight line is obtained (Fig. 5.8). Its intercept with the abscissa yields a value of
0.032 cm-1 for a. By assuming that it is only due to propagation loss in the waveguide
(in reality it also accounts for losses due to imperfections in the attachment of the
cavity mirrors), it corresponds to an upper propagation loss value of 0.14 dB/cm.
While the uncertainty in the derivation of loss is rather high as a result of the low
outcoupling used, the value derived is in good agreement with the propagation loss
measured using the cut-back method (0.1 dB/cm).
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Fig. 5.8. Plot of Pth/2 l as a function of -ln(R1·R2)/2·l. The intercept with the abscissa provides the
propagation attenuation coefficient α.

To study the consistency of the laser performance with the propagation loss
derived, an estimate of the slope efficiency η was made using a model, which
describes the effects of transverse mode profiles on η in longitudinally pumped lasers
[132]. According to this theory η is given by the expression
⎞
⎛ λP ⎞ ⎛
− ln(R2 )
⎟⎟ ⋅η q ⋅ηo ,
⎟⎟ ⋅ ⎜⎜
R
R
l
λ
−
⋅
+
⋅
⋅
α
ln(
)
2
1
2
⎠
⎝ L⎠ ⎝

η = ⎜⎜

(5.3)

where λL and λP are the laser and pump wavelengths, ηq is the pump quantum
efficiency, and ηo is the effective overlap of the pump with the laser mode in the
waveguide. Assuming unity for ηo and ηq, and R1 = 0.998 and R2 = 0.99 for the in- and
outcoupling mirrors, respectively, we obtain from Eq. 4.7 a maximum attainable value
of 12.2% for η, for the specific outcoupling level. This value is significantly higher
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than the experimental one (η = 0.8%) for reasons that may include a quantum
efficiency substantially lower than unity, a lower than unity overlap factor ηo due to
the multimode nature of the waveguide, and thermal effects in the active medium,
which are more pronounced than in crystalline waveguides.
An important aspect of the operation of optically pumped polymer lasers is
their lifetime stability, which can be adversely affected by material degradation or
even damage induced by the temperature increase in the active medium during
pumping. The onset of such effects also determines the thermal limit for power
scaling in polymer lasers. To date, the maximum reported values of lifetime stability
of organic semiconductor and dye-doped lasers operating in the pulsed regime range
from 106 to 107 pulses and from 105 to 106 pulses, respectively [56].
One of the main concerns in optically pumped organic solid-state lasers is
the material degradation or even damage induced by photo-oxidation effects and
heating. Photo-oxidation is related to the creation of defects such as C=O, COOH, and
COH in the pumping process. To investigate the occurrence of any such effects during
pumping optical choppers operating with various duty cycles ranging from 8% to 50%
were inserted to the pump beam prior to its coupling into the individual waveguides.
However, no difference was detected between the CW and these different quasi-CW
states of laser operation in terms of performance.
The output stability of our polymer waveguide lasers was studied as a
function of operation time for three different absorbed pump power settings. In Fig.
5.9, it is shown conclusively that for 100 mW of absorbed pump power the active
medium exhibits a level of thermal stability that is appropriate for long-term operation
of at least 2 hours without any signs of deterioration of the laser performance. Stable
CW lasing behavior is observed up to an absorbed pump power of 130 mW. However,
for an absorbed pump power of 150 mW, the output power decreases significantly
from an initial level of ~1 mW attained after the onset of pumping and stabilizes to a
value of ∼0.2 mW after ~20 s. This behaviour is attributed to material degradation via
photo-oxidation (i.e. creation of carbonyl defects in the active medium, which quench
the luminescence), leading to optical loss at the pump and signal wavelengths. At
absorbed powers of 200 mW, a sharp decrease in the output power is observed
immediately after the onset of lasing followed by its abrupt termination, which
indicates that the temperature rise could not be sustained by the material, leading to
the destruction of the channel.
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Fig. 5.9. Laser output power as a function of operation time for different absorbed pump power regimes
for a period of (a) 1 minute and (b) 2 hours.

5.4 Summary
CW laser oscillation near 1060.2 nm was demonstrated in Nd3+-complex-doped
polymer channel waveguides with output powers of up to 0.98 mW, for pump powers
low enough to allow stable laser emission for at least 2 hours.
Moreover, laser operation with output power up to 0.20 mW was also
achieved on the quasi-three-level transition near 878.0 nm.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a rare-earth-ion-doped
polymer waveguide laser as well as a CW solid-state polymer laser.
The miniature laser developed here is useful as an integrated light source for
lab-on-a-chip applications involving infrared dye and quantum-dot labeling, or as a
tool for fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
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Chapter 6
Waveguide
Amplifiers
Nd3+-doped
Integrated in Optical Backplanes
In this Chapter the feasibility of using Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides as
amplifiers in optical backplanes is discussed. Large-core Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguide amplifiers were fabricated and characterized. Upon optimization,
a maximum gain of 2.03 dB was measured in 3-cm-long, 3.0-µm-high, and
2.5-µm-wide channel waveguides with a Nd3+ concentration of 0.91×1020 cm-3,
for a launched pump power of 55 mW. Polymer waveguides used in optical
backplanes were provided by IBM Zurich. Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide
samples were applied in between two such polymer waveguide samples to
demonstrate the feasibility of optical amplification in optical backplanes. The
coupling loss between the two types of waveguides was investigated in order
to optimize their channel geometries. A tapered waveguide was designed to
improve the pump intensity in the active waveguide region. A maximum 0.42
dB internal net gain has been demonstrated in a combination of a polymer
waveguide coupled to an Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. Thereby, a solution for
compensating optical loss in optical interconnection is provided.
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6.1 Introduction
The development of optical interconnects in printed circuit boards (PCBs) [2-4] is
driven by the increasing bandwidth requirements in servers, supercomputers, and
switch routers. Optical transmission via waveguides offers the potential of a much
larger capacity than electrical data transmission through copper lines. Recently, a 12channel card-to-card optical interconnect link with embedded polymer waveguides
and optical signal generation by a diode laser operating at 850 nm with data
transmission up to 10 Gb/s per channel has been reported by Dellmann et al. from
IBM Zurich [3]. The wavelength of 850 nm was chosen due to the maturity of
VCSEL technology at this wavelength.
Investigations on the optical power budget for realistic polymer-waveguidebased high-speed links via optical backplanes indicate that the optical power in boards
is reduced significantly by the coupling and routing dependent loss as well as
waveguide propagation loss [1]. Therefore, additional signal amplification within the
board is necessary to compensate optical losses arising due to waveguide materials,
signal routing, and input/output coupling. Integration of amplifying materials into
optical backplanes is an efficient solution to maintain sufficient optical power level.
The amplification device can be mounted on optical backplanes by various techniques,
such as flip-flop [1,132] and flip-chip [1, 133]. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic picture
of a waveguide amplifier integrated laterally into optical backplanes via flip-flop
technique.

Optical backplanes

Nd-doped waveguide amplifier

Embedded polymer waveguides
Fig. 6.1. Schematics of an optical waveguide amplifier integrated into optical backplanes by flip-flop
technique.

In the previous Chapter, Nd3+-doped waveguide amplifiers with broadband
gain extending from 865-930 nm, a wavelength range which is close to the
wavelength of 850 nm currently used in optical backplanes, have been demonstrated.
Such amplifiers, although not matching exactly the currently available cheap VCSEL
wavelengths, can be of interest for signal amplification in future optical
interconnections to compensate the propagation loss arising from waveguide materials,
light coupling and signal routing.
Nd3+-complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR waveguides are promising for such an
application because of the compatibility with the polymer waveguides in optical
backplanes, and can be directly applied in optical backplanes. However, the major
disadvantage of this material is the low damage threshold at high pump intensity and
short lifetime.
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Al2O3 waveguides have high thermal stability and are suitable as host
materials for rare-earth-ion-doped high-speed amplifiers. Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides
with high gain are highly interesting for signal amplification in future optical
interconnections. A peak gain of 3 dB at 880 nm in Al2O3:Nd3+ amplifiers has been
achieved in single-mode small-core waveguides. Large geometrical cross sections are
favorable for the envisaged application, because the currently developed optical
backplanes consist of transverse multi-mode waveguides. Therefore, in order to
greatly facilitate alignment for efficient signal in- and out-coupling, the amplifier
design must be carried out accordingly. On the other hand, in order to achieve
sufficient gain for optical amplification, waveguide geometries must be small in order
to obtain a high pump intensity. Therefore, optimized waveguide geometries are
necessary for this type of amplification and integration with polymer waveguides for
applications in optical backplanes. Low-loss polymer waveguides embedded in
optical backplanes have been fabricated and provided by IBM Zurich. Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides were applied in between to amplify a propagating optical signal.
In this Chapter the polymer channel waveguides used to embed in optical
backplanes provided by IBM Zurich are introduced. The large-core Al2O3:Nd3+
channel waveguide amplifiers have been characterized and tested in combination with
the polymer waveguides. A study towards minimization of optical losses arising from
waveguide coupling was performed and a waveguide taper in Al2O3 was designed.
Finally, internal net gain in the system was demonstrated.

6.2 Polymer Waveguides Embedded in Optical Backplanes
Low-loss polymer waveguides embedded in PCB backplanes have been successfully
demonstrated by IBM Zurich [3]. The polysiloxane-based polymers [134] have been
fabricated by IBM Zurich, and in this work we have combined them with our Al2O3
waveguides for the demonstration of optical amplification in optical backplanes.
Flame Retardant 4 (FR4), a glass reinforced epoxy laminate which is
commonly used for making printed circuit boards was used as the substrate. A lower
cladding layer was deposited on the FR4 substrate using a doctor blading technique
[135]. The core layer was deposited using spin-coating, and channel waveguides were
realized using mask lithography and laser direct writing. The waveguides have slight
trapezoidal cross-section, and the sidewall angle varies with the thickness and width
of the channel. The sidewall inclination can be reduced using a higher effective
writing speed. The refractive indices of the waveguide core and cladding at 850 nm
are 1.515 and 1.479, respectively.
Polymer channel waveguides up to 50×50 µm2 have been fabricated by such
a process. The minimum thickness of the core layer that can be achieved by spincoating is around 5~6 µm, while the smallest channel width is about 5~6 µm. Figure
6.2 shows microscope images of channel waveguides with different cross sections.
The unpolarized propagation loss at 880 nm measured in a 6×6-µm2 multimode
channel waveguide by the cut-back method was 0.34 ± 0.09 dB/cm.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 6.2. Microscope images of polymer channel waveguides with cross sections of (a) 6×6 µm2, (b)
5×6 µm2, (c) 5×7 µm2.

Such polymer waveguides were used for the demonstration of optical
amplification in optical backplanes by directly placing an Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide
sample between two polymer waveguides sections. Considering the thickness
limitation of Al2O3 layers, the thickness and width of polymer channel waveguides
used for the final demonstration was 6-7 µm and 6-12 µm, respectively. The PhoeniX
software package employing the finite difference (FD) method was used to study the
mode properties. Table 6.1 shows the results of the mode calculation in polymer
waveguides with different cross sections for TE polarization. Similar results were
achieved for TM polarization.
Table. 6.1. Calculated confinement factor Γ of the fundamental mode and Gaussian beam waists of
polymer waveguides for TE polarization.
Width
(µm)

Thickness
(µm)

Side wall
angle

Confinement factor Γ
of fundamental mode

5
6
5

6
6
7

~ 80.5º
~ 67.4 º
~ 85.9 º

0.978
0.962
0.987

Gaussian Beam Waist (µm)
Horizontal wx

Vertical wy

2.447
3.264
2.273

2.450
2.441
2.801

6.3 Al2O3:Nd3+ Large-core Waveguide Amplifiers
6.3.1 Motivation and Waveguide Geometries

In Chapter 3, the fabrication of Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides with and without cladding
layers have been described (Section 3.3.2), and small-geometry single-mode
waveguide amplifiers without cladding have been used for the characterization of
optical gain at the three relevant transitions of Nd3+. In order to test the performance
of waveguide amplifiers in optical backplanes, the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides were
designed to be directly coupled between two polymer waveguides. This approach
aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of the concept and not as final device geometry.
Figure 6.3 shows the geometry of the Al2O3 waveguides used in this study,
which is similar to that discussed in previous chapters. In order to match the size of
the polymer waveguides used in optical backplanes (Section 6.2), large-core
Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides up to 5 µm thick and 12 µm wide were fabricated. In
order to achieve a good confinement in the horizontal direction of the waveguide, etch
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depths of 0.5-1.0 µm were realized. To match the mode confinement in polymer
waveguides, a PECVD SiO2 layer with a refractive index of 1.452 at 633 nm and a
thickness of 5 µm was deposited on top of the Al2O3:Nd3+ ridge waveguides as the
cladding layer. The waveguides were tested without planarization of the top of the
PECVD SiO2 layer, as it did not affect the guiding behavior.

PECVD SiO2

W
h

H

Al2O3:Nd
Thermal SiO2
Si

3+

Fig. 6.3. Cross section of a large-core Al2O3: Nd

waveguide with PECVD SiO2 cladding.

In order to study the mode properties of these large-core Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides, the PhoeniX software package was used. Optical modes in channel
waveguides with various thicknesses H and widths W at pump and signal wavelengths
of 800 nm and 880 nm, respectively, were investigated. Al2O3:Nd3+waveguides with
various thicknesses were studied, and the results are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2. Number of modes, confinement factor Γ of the fundamental mode, and Gaussian beam
waists of Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides from mode calculations for TE polarization: (a) thickness: H = 1 µm,
etch depth: h = 0.5 µm; (b) thickness: H = 3 µm, etch depth: h = 1.0 µm; (c) thickness: H = 5 µm, etch
depth: h = 1.0 µm.
(a)
Gaussian Beam Waist (µm)
Width Wavelength
Number
Confinement factor Γ of
Horizontal wx
Vertical wy
fundamental mode
W (µm)
(nm)
of Modes
800
1
0.937
0.764
0.489
1
880
1
0.923
0.803
0.508
800
2
0.957
1.014
0.496
2
880
2
0.947
1.038
0.515
800
5
0.963
2.013
0.496
5
880
4
0.954
2.030
0.515
800
12
0.963
3.756
0.496
10
880
10
0.955
3.770
0.515

Width
W (µm)
1.5
2
2.5
3

Wavelength
(nm)
800
880
800
880
800
800
800

Number
of Modes
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

(b)
Confinement factor Γ of
fundamental mode
0.994
0.992
0.994
0.993
0.995
0.994
0.996
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Gaussian Beam Waist (µm)
Vertical wy
Horizontal wx
3.086
0.958
3.161
0.971
2.452
1.040
2.513
1.052
2.231
1.095
2.281
1.107
2.173
1.130
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5
10

Width
W (µm)
2
3
5
10

880
800
880
800
880

1
3
3
4
4

0.995
0.997
0.996
0.998
0.997

Wavelength
(nm)
800
880
800
880
800
880
800
880

Number
of Modes
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3

(c)
Confinement factor Γ of
fundamental mode
0.996
0.995
0.998
0.998
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

2.215
2.570
2.600
4.209
4.231

1.142
1.169
1.182
1.177
1.191

Gaussian Beam Waist (µm)
Vertical wy
Horizontal wx
10.186
1.571
10.271
1.585
7.739
1.628
7.841
1.640
5.396
1.755
5.464
1.766
5.641
1.855
5.680
1.868

The maximum etch depth of Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides that can be achieved by
RIE is ~ 1 µm. From the simulation results of Table 6.1, the vertical confinement of
the modes was mainly dependent on the thickness of the waveguide, and changed
slightly by varying the channel width in each sample. The horizontal confinement of
channel waveguides was strongly dependent on the etch depth into the Al2O3:Nd3+
layers and the channel width. In 1-µm-thick waveguides, confinement in the
horizontal direction was improved by decreasing the channel width. However, in thick
samples, the horizontal confinement in narrow channels decreased and modes were
guided in the slab. In a 3-µm-thick channel waveguide sample, the Gaussian beam
waist of the fundamental mode in the horizontal direction decreases when reducing
the width of the channel from 10 µm to 3 µm. However, further reduction of the
channel width from 3 µm to 1 µm results in a horizontal increase of the Gaussian
beam waist from 2.22 µm to 3.16 µm at 880 nm. Waveguides with channel width
below 3 µm and thinner than 3 µm were single mode. The percentage of light guided
in the slab waveguide region increases in waveguides of thickness less than 3 µm. The
situation was even worse in 5-µm-thick waveguides due to the limited etch depth.
Since reasonable confinement of modes in waveguides is required for acceptable
pump intensities, the gain investigation was mainly focused on waveguides with
thickness of 1 µm and 3 µm.
The propagation losses measured by the cut-back method in a 3-µm-thick
and 2-µm–wide channel waveguide sample were ~ 0.60 ± 0.07 dB/cm and ~ 0.53 ±
0.08 dB/cm for TE polarization at 800 nm and 880 nm, respectively.
6.3.2 Investigation of Waveguide Amplifiers

The internal net gain of large-core Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguide amplifiers at the
luminescence peak (880 nm) of the ground-state transition was experimentally
investigated by small signal gain measurements using the pump probe method. The
measured results were compared with the theoretical results calculated using the rateequation model, which has been explained in Chapter 2 and used for gain simulation
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in Chapter 4. Same spectroscopic parameters as given in Table 4.1, as well as the
averaged ETU parameters of Nd3+ in Al2O3 determined in Chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.17)
were used in the gain simulation. Channel waveguide samples with two different
thicknesses of 1 µm and 3 µm were studied. The waveguide width was varied to
optimize the gain.
Figure 6.4 shows the measured and simulated gain in a 1-µm-thick layer
with an etch depth of 0.5 µm at a launched pump power of 45 mW. The Nd3+
concentration in the waveguides is 0.5×1020 cm3. The optical gain decreases
dramatically when increasing the waveguide geometry at the same launched pump
power, mainly due to the reduction of mode confinement and thus pump intensity in
larger waveguide geometries. A maximum gain of 3.7 dB has been observed in a 6cm-long sample for a channel width of 2 µm.

Internal Net Gain (dB)

4
2 µm
5 µm
10 µm

3

2

1

0

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
Propagation Length (cm)
Fig. 6.4. Internal net gain of Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides at 880 nm with a thickness of 1 µm, etch
depth of 0.5 µm, and different channel widths of 2 µm, 5 µm, and 10 µm, at a launched pump power of
45 mW.

Optical gain has also been investigated in channel waveguides with a layer
thickness of 3 µm and etch depth of 1 µm. Figures 6.5 (a) and (b) show the measured
and simulated gain in two samples with Nd3+ concentrations of 0.38 and 0.91×1020
cm-3, at a launched pump power of 55 mW. A maximum gain of 2.03 dB was
observed in a 3-cm-long, 2.5-µm-wide channel with a Nd3+ concentration of
0.91×1020 cm-3. More gain can be achieved by further increasing the pump power and
optimization of the propagation length.
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(b)
Fig. 6.5. Internal net gain of Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides at 880 nm with a Nd3+ concentration of (a)
0.38×1020 cm3 and (b) 0.91×1020 cm3 in samples with a thickness of 3 µm and etch depth of 1 µm, at a
launched pump power of 55 mW.

6.4 Design of Nd3+-doped Waveguide Amplifiers Integrated in
Optical Backplanes
6.4.1 Al2O3:Nd3+ Waveguides Integrated with Polymer Waveguides

In this work, we focused on direct butt coupling of Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides with
polymer waveguides, with the goal to achieve net internal gain. Figure 6.6 shows a
schematic of the butt-coupling configuration. An Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide sample was
inserted between two polymer sections. Both the pump and signal light were coupled
into a channel of the first polymer waveguide sample (Polymer I), propagated through
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Polymer I, then coupled into and out of a channel of the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide
sample, and finally coupled out from the channel of the second polymer waveguide
sample (Polymer II). Using the pump probe method, the internal net gain achieved in
these three waveguides can be experimentally measured.
Al2O3: Nd waveguide amplifiers
Signal

Signal
II

I

Pump

Polymer waveguides
(provided by IBM Zurich)

Fig. 6.6. Schematic of the butt-coupling configuration of Al2O3:Nd3+and polymer waveguides in FR4.

In order to achieve internal net gain in such a system, in addition to the
propagation losses in the three waveguides, the coupling losses at the two interfaces
between polymer and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides need to be compensated by the gain
accumulated in the Al2O3:Nd3+ amplifier. A three-dimensional (3D) Beam
Propagation Method (BPM) [136] was applied to study and optimize the coupling
between the two types of waveguides at 880 nm. All the modes propagating through
the channel waveguides were taken into account during the simulation. The coupling
loss at the first interface (Polymer I to Al2O3:Nd3+) and second interface (Polymer II
to Al2O3:Nd3+) have been calculated separately. The total coupling loss was obtained
by adding the two parts together. The polymer waveguides of channel thickness 6 µm
were chosen, while the thickness of Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides was varied from 1 to 5
µm. The width of the polymer and Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides were assumed to
be the same during calculations. Figures 5.7(a) and (b) show the calculated coupling
loss at the two waveguide interfaces as well as the total coupling loss versus layer
thickness of the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides for channel widths of 6 µm and 8 µm,
respectively.

Coupling Loss (dB)

6
Total loss
3+
Loss from Polymer I to Al2O3:Nd
Loss from Al2O3 to Polymer II

5
4
3
2
1
0

0

1

2
3
4
5
Thickness of Al2O3 Waveguide (µm)
(a)
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Total loss
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Coupling Loss (dB)
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6
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4
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Thickness of Al2O3 Waveguide (µm)

6

(b)
Fig. 6.7. Calculated coupling loss at 880 nm between polymer and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides with
channel widths of (a) 6 µm and (b) 8 µm.

The coupling loss between Polymer I and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides is mainly
due to the mismatch of the thickness of the two waveguides and the corresponding
losses experienced by high-order modes when propagating from Polymer I to
Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. The loss is significantly reduced by increasing the thickness
of the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. The coupling loss between Polymer I and a 3-µm-thick
Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide varied between 0.97 and 1.37 dB.
The coupling loss at the interface between Al2O3:Nd3+ and Polymer II
waveguides was much lower and increased slightly with increasing the layer thickness
of the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide.
According to the calculation of coupling loss at the two interfaces, when the
thickness of polymer channel waveguides is 6 µm, a total coupling loss below 2 dB is
expected with Al2O3:Nd3+ channels thicker than 3 µm. A total coupling loss of 1.5-2.0
dB was expected at the two interfaces of a 3-µm-thick Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. When
the thickness of the Al2O3:Nd3+ channel is further increased from 3 µm to 5 µm, the
total coupling loss is only slightly decreased.
The coupling loss between the two waveguides can be experimentally
estimated by measuring the output intensity of the first and second waveguide, I1 and
I2. Knowing the total background propagation and absorption loss αw2 in dB/cm, and
the propagation length lw2 of the second waveguide, the coupling loss Lc in dB can be
determined as follows:

Lc = 10 ⋅ log(

I1
) − α w 2 ⋅ lw 2 .
I2

(6.1)
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The coupling loss between a 6×6-µm2 polymer waveguide and a 3×6-µm2
polymer waveguide measured by this approach was 1.33 dB, which agrees well with
the value estimated from the simulation.
6.4.2 Waveguide Tapers in Al2O3:Nd3+

The minimum width of the polymer waveguides that can be achieved is limited by
fabrication and the increase of the waveguide propagation loss with decreasing width.
Besides, the waveguide geometries are even larger in currently investigated optical
backplanes (typically 50×50 µm2). On the other hand, small waveguide geometries
are required to achieve sufficient optical amplification. One possible solution is
tapering down the waveguide geometry in the active part to improve the pump
intensity. A linear horizontal taper waveguide was designed for Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides and is depicted in Fig. 6.8. The width of the channel waveguide was first
tapered down for achieving high gain and then tapered back to reduce the outcoupling losses. The two tapers at the two ends of the channel waveguide were
designed to be symmetric.

Taper width
wtaper
Taper length ltaper

Channel length lstraight Taper length ltaper

Fig. 6.8. Top view of the design of an Al2O3:Nd3+ tapered waveguide.

The length of the straight channel waveguide amplifier part lstraight was
varied for the optimization of optical gain with different Nd3+ concentrations and
pump powers. To reduce re-absorption losses in the taper part, the length of the taper
part ltaper should be designed as short as possible. On the other hand, a certain length
of the taper part is required to keep a low taper loss. The taper length was optimized
by minimizing the taper losses αtaper in the waveguide as calculated by a 2D BPM at
880 nm. Figures 6.9 (a) and (b) show the optical loss of tapers with a width of 8 µm
and 10 µm, respectively, as a function of taper length. The width of the channel
waveguides was tapered down to 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 µm.
According to the 2D BPM calculations, the optical loss reduced to a low
level and remained almost constant for taper lengths longer than 500 µm. Therefore,
taper lengths of 500 µm and 700 µm were chosen for the design of the mask.
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(b)
Fig. 6.9. Taper loss versus taper length at 880 nm in Al2O3:Nd3+ channel taper waveguides with a taper
width of (a) 8 µm and (b) 10 µm.

To experimentally investigate the extra optical loss introduced by the tapers,
a similar-width straight channel waveguide was used as a reference. Its channel width
was the same as the width of the taper and the same propagation length of the total
taper channel length was used. The waveguide propagation losses in the waveguide
with and without tapers are assumed to be the same. Since the width of the two
channel waveguides at the starting part is the same, the same coupling efficiency can
be achieved from polymer to these two waveguide. Therefore, the loss from the tapers
can be determined by comparing the output intensity of the two waveguides.
6.4.3 Side Pumping Coupler

The low damage threshold of the polymer materials limits the pump power that can be
coupled into the polymer waveguides. In addition, the pump power is attenuated due
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to the propagation loss in the polymer waveguide and coupling loss between the two
waveguides. To improve the efficiency of the pump, a side pumping coupler was
designed to couple the pump light directly into the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. Figure
6.10 shows the design of a side pump coupler.

Gap Width wg
Coupler Length
Coupling
Length llco

Radius R

Fig. 6.10. The design of a side pump coupler.

In order to couple light from one waveguide to another typically a
directional coupler is used. Because the two waveguides are closely spaced, the
evanescent tail of the optical mode propagating in one waveguide interacts with the
other waveguide. For a coupling region geometry shown in Fig. 6.10, the coupling
coefficient κ can be calculated using
⎛ π l + l end
⎝ 2 l coupling

κ = sin ⎜⎜

⎞
⎟,
⎟
⎠

(6.2)

where l is the length of the coupler.

l coupling =

2π

κ

=

λ0

(6.3)

2 ⋅ N eff 1 − N eff 2

is the coupling length required for completely coupling light of wavelength λ0 from
one waveguide to another [137]. The effective refractive index of the coupled modes
Neff can be found using a mode solver. The end length lend is the contribution in the
total coupling length of the bend sections and is given by [138]
l end =

2π Rw g ,

(6.4)

where R is the bend radius and wg is the gap width between the port waveguide and
the straight section.
Bend radii of 300 µm and 450 µm were chosen to guarantee a low bending
loss for channel widths of 1 µm and 2 µm, respectively. Figure 6.11 shows the
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coupling coefficient versus the length of (l + lend). To achieve a high coupling
coefficient (~0.62) at the pump wavelength, 800 nm, as well as a low coupling
coefficient (~ 0.21) at the signal wavelength, 880 nm, coupler lengths of 1369 µm and
1962 µm were designed for channel widths of 1 µm and 2 µm, receptively, with a gap
width of 2 µm.

1.0
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800 nm

0.8

Coupling Coefficient

Coupling Coefficient
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0.2
0.0

0
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.11. Coupling coefficient of side pumping couplers versus the length of (l + lend): (a) bend radius
300 µm and channel width 1 µm; (b) bend radius 450 µm and channel width 2 µm.

6.5 Demonstration of Waveguide Amplifiers Integrated in Optical
Backplanes
6.5.1 Gain Measurement

The first demonstration of waveguide amplification was carried out with one polymer
sample and one Al2O3:Nd3+ sample as depicted in Fig. 6.12. Two movable stages
were used to optimize coupling of the samples. The end facets of the two waveguides
were placed as close as possible, and a fluorinated index-matching fluid with
refractive index of 1.57 was applied in between.

Signal I0

Signal I1

Pump
Polymer waveguide
from IBM

Al2O3: Nd3+ waveguide

Fig. 6.12. Schematic of the demonstration of optical amplification in optical backplanes

The small signal gain was measured using the pump-probe method as
described in Section 4.2. A Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 800 nm was used as the
pump source and a diode laser at 880 nm was applied as the signal source. Pump light
and signal light modulated by a mechanical chopper were combined and coupled into
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and out of the waveguides using two 10× microscope objectives. The unabsorbed
pump light coupled out of the waveguide was blocked by a high-pass filter (RG850),
while the transmitted signal light was measured by a germanium photodiode and
amplified with the lock-in technique. The signal enhancement was determined by
measuring the ratio of the transmitted signal intensities Ip and Iu in the pumped and
unpumped case, respectively. By subtracting the total optical loss L in dB, the internal
net gain was obtained by calculating the small-signal-gain coefficient in dB using the
equation

G int ernal = 10 ⋅ log 10 ( I p I u ) − L ,

(6.5)

where 10·log10(Ip/Iu) is the signal enhancement. The total optical loss L is the sum of
all the relevant optical losses:

L = α polymer ⋅ l polymer + α Al 2 O 3 ⋅ l Al 2 O 3 + L coupling + L taper ,

(6.6)

where αpolymer is the background propagation loss coefficient of the polymer
waveguide, αAl2O3 is the background propagation and absorption loss coefficient of
the Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide, Lcoupling is the coupling loss between the two waveguides,
Ltaper is the loss in tapers, and lpolymer and lAl2O3 are the channel length of the polymer
and Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide, respectively.
6.5.2 Gain Results

A 6×6-µm2 polymer channel waveguide was used in the demonstration device, and
the light was coupled into different Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides with and without tapers
after propagating through the polymer waveguide. Two 3-µm–thick Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguide samples with Nd3+ concentrations of 0.38 and 0.91 ×1020 cm3 were used
for the measurements. The coupling losses from a 6×6-µm2 polymer waveguide to
3×6-µm2 and 3×8-µm2 Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides were measured to be 1.33 and 1.26 dB
at 880 nm, respectively. The measured taper loss at 880 nm from an 8-µm-wide
channel tapered down to channels with width of 1.5-2.5 µm is almost the same,
approximately 0.32 dB.
By directly coupling the pump and signal light from the polymer waveguide
into Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides with a width of 6 µm without tapers, an internal gain of
0.12 dB was demonstrated in a 2-cm-long sample by pumping through the polymer
waveguide with a launched pump power of 80 mW. Table 6.3 shows the measured
gain with different Nd3+ concentrations and channel lengths.
Only very low internal net gain has been achieved using Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides without tapers due to the large active waveguide geometry and low
pumping intensity. To improve the pump intensity in the active region, the light from
the polymer waveguide was coupled into Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguides with a channel
waveguide width of 8 µm. Its width was then tapered down to 1.5- 2.5 µm. Table 6.4
shows the internal net gain measured in different tapered channel widths and lengths
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by coupling light via a 8-µm-wide taper. A maximum internal net gain of 0.42 dB was
observed.
Table 6.3. Internal net gain at 880 nm at a launched pump power of 80 mW in 3-µm-thick and 6-µmwide Al2O2:Nd3+ waveguides.
Nd3+ conc.
(1020 cm-3)

Channel length
of Al2O3:Nd3+
(cm)

Measured total loss
(dB)

Signal enhancement
(dB)

Internal net gain
(dB)

2
4
2
4

3.43
5.53
4.55
7.77

2.80
4.84
4.67
5.96

-0.83
-0.69
0.12
-1.81

0.38
0.91

Table 6.4. Internal net gain at 880 nm for a launched pump power of 80 mW in 6×6-µm2 polymer
waveguides and 3-µm-thick Al2O2:Nd3+ waveguides laterally tapered from 8µm down to channel
widths given below. Nd3+ concentration: (a) 0.38×1020 cm-3; (b) 0.91×1020 cm-3.
(a)
3+
Al2O3:Nd Channel
Measured total loss Signal enhancement
Internal net gain
(dB)
(dB)
(dB)
Length (cm) Width (µm)
1.5
2.0
2.5

4

1.5
2.0
2.5
1.5
2.0
2.5

5

6

3.05
3.80
4.72

-2.05
-1.30
-0.37

4.10
5.59
6.25
3.84
5.29
6.03

-1.88
-0.39
0.27
-2.92
-1.47
-0.73

Measured total loss
(dB)

Signal enhancement
(dB)

Internal net gain
(dB)

4.48

3.02
3.81
4.30

-1.46
-0.67
-0.18

5.62
5.95
6.35
6.34
6.52
7.60

-0.31
0.02
0.42
-1.02
-0.86
0.22

5.10

5.98

6.76

(b)
3+

Al2O3:Nd Channel
Length (cm)

Width (µm)

2

1.5
2.0
2.5

3

4

1.5
2.0
2.5
1.5
2.0
2.5

5.93

7.38

The internal net gain can be further increased by increasing the pump power.
The pump efficiency can be improved by pumping from the side of the Al2O3:Nd3+
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waveguides described in Section 6.4.3. Since the coupling loss from the Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguide to the second polymer waveguide is much less, it is possible to have
internal net gain in the whole system.
The results indicate that it is possible to achieve optical amplification by
integration of active waveguides into passive polymer waveguides in optical
backplanes. Although the measured internal net gain was still low, it can be improved
in the future work. Thus a route toward integration of optical amplification in optical
backplanes has been opened.

6.6 Summary
The feasibility of Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides for use as waveguide amplifiers
between polymer waveguides in optical backplanes has been investigated.
Large-core Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides have been fabricated and optical
amplification has been characterized. By optimization of the propagation length, a
maximum gain of 2.03 dB has been observed in a 3-µm-thick, 3-cm-long, and 2.5µm-wide channel waveguide with Nd3+ concentration of 0.91×1020 cm-3 at a launched
pump power of 55 mW.
Polymer waveguides fabricated as optical backplanes by IBM Zurich were
used for the demonstration of amplification in optical backplanes. Al2O3:Nd3+ channel
waveguide samples were applied in between two polymer waveguide samples.
Coupling losses between the two waveguides have been investigated to optimize the
channel geometries of the two types of waveguides. A tapered waveguide has been
designed to improve the pump intensities in the active waveguide region.
A maximum 0.42-dB internal net gain has been demonstrated in a polymer
waveguide coupled to an Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. The gain can be further improved by
increasing the pump power. Therefore, a solution for compensating optical losses in
optical interconnects has been provided.
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Conclusions
Research performed within the frame of this thesis indicates that Nd3+complex-doped 6-FDA/UVR and Al2O3:Nd3+ are well-suited as amplifiers and
lasers for integrated active optical devices. In this chapter the main results of
this thesis are summarized, conclusions are drawn, and an outlook for future
work is provided.
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In this thesis neodymium-doped polymer and amorphous aluminum oxide waveguide
amplifiers and lasers for integrated optical applications have been realized.
Nd3+-complex-doped, photo-defined polymer channel waveguides were
realized on thermally oxidized silicon wafers with a simple and reproducible
fabrication procedure by dividing the functionalities of photo-definition and active
doping over two different polymers. Luminescence quenching by the high-energy
vibrations present in polymers has been effectively reduced by choosing a fluorinated
complex, Nd(TTA)3phen, and dope it into a fluorinated polymer host, 6-FDA/UVR.
The waveguides had very low loss in the visible and near-infrared wavelength range
below 1.1 µm. A high internal net gain of 5.7 dB/cm has been demonstrated at 1064
nm, which is comparable with the best gain value that has been reported in Nd-dopedpolymer amplifiers around 1060 nm. However, our polymer amplifiers have a much
simpler fabrication procedure. In the wavelength range between 865 and 930 nm,
internal net optical gain with up to 2.8 dB gain was obtained at 873 nm by
optimization of the Nd3+ concentration and channel waveguide length. The calculated
and measured gain spectra of the ground-state transition show a good agreement. Gain
per unit length of 2.0 dB/cm has been measured at 873 nm. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first report of Nd-doped polymer amplifiers at the ground-state
transition. With these results a route toward low-cost integrated devices with optical
gain has been opened.
Thermal stability is the main problem of polymer active devices, which
limits the optical power in the waveguides. To solve this problem, the thermally more
stable amorphous aluminum oxide was investigated as a host material. Al2O3:Nd3+
films were deposited on thermally oxidized silicon wafers using reactive co-sputtering,
and RIE was applied to realize waveguide structures in the films. Channel waveguides
fabricated by these techniques have high transparency and low background
propagation losses from visible to infrared wavelengths. High-gain waveguide
amplifiers have been demonstrated. At the investigated signal wavelengths of 880 nm,
1064 nm, and 1330 nm small-signal gain of 1.57 dB/cm, 6.30 dB/cm, and 1.93 dB/cm,
respectively, has been measured for individually optimized Nd3+ concentrations.
Furthermore, a maximum gain of 3.0 dB, 14.4 dB, and 5.1 dB, respectively, has been
obtained. On the ground-state transition, net optical gain has been demonstrated
across the wavelength range of 865-930 nm, with good agreement between calculated
and measured gain spectra. Our Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide amplifiers exhibit optical gain
at 1064 nm on the 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition, which is comparable to that of Nd-doped
glass waveguides reported in the literature, but have an advantage in terms of highpackaging density due to the high refractive index contrast. Moreover, this work is the
first demonstration of the complete gain spectrum on the ground-state transition
around 865-930 nm as well as internal net gain at 1330 nm for telecommunication in
Nd-doped glass-based waveguides. The wavelength range of optical gain in such
amplifiers can be extended by doping with other rare-earth ions.
With these results for polymer and aluminium oxide waveguides, a route
toward low-cost integrated devices with optical gain has been opened. Higher gain
can be achieved by extending the waveguide length and increasing the pump power
launched into these waveguides. With the gain simulated by a rate-equation model,
the ETU parameter of Nd3+ in these two materials has been studied and the values
have been determined. The obtained ETU parameters of Nd3+ in the polymer are
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slightly smaller than values of ETU parameters in many other Nd3+-doped host
materials, which might be due to the isolation of each Nd3+ ion by its organic ligands
increasing the minimum distance and reduces the interaction between neighboring
Nd3+ ions. Al2O3:Nd3+, on the other hand, exhibits a higher ETU parameter than the
majority of glass, polymer, and crystalline materials, which might be an indication of
a close distance between two Nd3+ ions in Al2O3. Comparing the two types of
waveguide amplifiers, Nd3+-complex-doped polymer waveguide amplifiers are easily
fabricated and have large emission cross sections, which result in high gain at low
pump intensities. However, the main disadvantage of polymer waveguide amplifiers
is the low damage threshold compared with inorganic materials, thus limiting the
pump power that can be applied to active devices. In addition, the propagation loss of
polymer waveguides increases dramatically at the wavelength longer than 1.1 µm due
to the intrinsic absorption of the polymer. On the other hand, although the emission
cross section of Nd3+ in Al2O3 is lower and the background losses of Al2O3:Nd3+
channels at visible and near infrared are a little bit higher, the good thermal stability
and small waveguide size due to the high-refractive-index contrast make Al2O3:Nd3+
waveguides well-suited for integrated active devices. The waveguide devices based on
the two materials have been shown to be well suited for providing optical gain for
integrated optical applications, e.g. loss-less data transmission in optical interconnects
and telecommunication, signal enhancement in integrated Raman spectroscopy, or
lasers integrated into opto-fluidic chips.
Furthermore, laser experiments of polymer channel waveguides have
resulted in lasers operating at the four-level as well as the quasi-three-level transition
near 1060.2 nm and 878 nm, respectively. These lasers exhibit remarkable lifetime
stability, as they can withstand at least two hours of uninterrupted operation when
pumping with up to 150 mW. The maximum output power of the polymer laser was
~1 mW. This is the first demonstration of a rare-earth-ion-doped polymer waveguide
laser as well as a CW solid polymer laser. The CW polymer waveguide laser
developed in this work has a great application potential, e.g. for use as a miniaturized
integrated light source for lab-on-chip applications involving infrared and quantumdot labeling in life sciences and medical diagnostics, or as a tool for fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy.
One application of rare-earth-ion-doped waveguide amplifiers is optical
amplification of embedded waveguides in optical backplanes. The feasibility of using
Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides as amplifiers between polymer waveguides in optical
backplanes has been investigated. Al2O3:Nd3+ channel waveguides with a PECVD
SiO2 layer as an upper cladding were placed in between two polymer waveguide
samples to achieve optical amplification in optical waveguides on backplanes. The
polysiloxane-based polymer channel waveguide samples fabricated on FR4 substrates
for a demonstration experiment were provided by IBM Zurich. The coupling loss
between the two waveguides has been investigated and the channel geometries of the
two types of waveguides were optimized accordingly. A tapered waveguide has been
designed to improve the pump intensities in the active waveguide region. A maximum
of 0.42 dB internal net gain has been demonstrated in a polymer waveguide coupled
to an Al2O3:Nd3+ waveguide. The gain can be further improved by increasing the
pump power. Therefore, a solution for compensating optical loss in optical
interconnects has been provided.
In conclusion, the Nd3+-doped waveguide materials developed in this work
are attractive for integrated optical applications due to their high gain and ease of
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integration with integrated optical devices. Combination with other waveguide
components to realize advanced functionalities, such as zero-loss splitters, ring lasers,
and DFB lasers, will be promising for integrated optical applications.
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